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            Abstract 

ow inversely to 

and global 

tions. University 

eholders 

e relationship 

, and between higher education and 

me personnel of 

ersity and other 

 directly 

nts was 

omly done. HE policy documents and other secondary sources (published and 

d analysed in line with 

 interpret our 

etween the 

ent and others) 

political 

hy university management can not meet the expectations of its 

stakeholders. This has imposed some sort of convergent (common) model of management 

behaviour on the higher education system in Cameroon in spite of the imposing and diverse 

global trends in the management of HEIs. The study therefore suggests that government 

should put in place more flexible educational and political reforms that should attract much 

needed donor funding. 

Community demands with respect to higher education have continued to gr

governmental support (financial, legal and political). This is induced by local 

reform changes with regards to the expectations of higher education institu

management is thus in a state of flux. It has to operate within the confines of the state’s 

regulatory framework, and at the same time meet the expectations of other stak

(students, industries, companies etc). This study scrutinizes the dynamics in th

between the state and public higher education institutions

its environment (other stakeholders). It attempts an assessment of the consequences of these 

relationships on the management of higher education in Cameroon.  

A qualitative approach has been used in the study. Data was collected using two principal 

methods. Open ended Semi-structured interviews were conducted with so

the HE ministry and the University of Buea. Some students of the univ

stakeholders were also interviewed. For working personnel, we targeted those

involved in institutional and administrative matters while the selection of stude

rand

unpublished) were used. The documents and texts were reviewed an

interview responses. We used the analytic induction framework, to analyse and

data.  

The study reveals that an effective, mutual and positive relationship b

management of higher education in Cameroon and its stakeholders (governm

would make an interesting contribution towards socio-cultural, economic and 

progress of the country. Its findings demonstrate that insufficient university funding is one of 

the main reasons w
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 been at very 

emic year. Between the 

Buea received between 

matter of 

ited 

 

ncreased in 

f 

on the lack of student bursaries, nature of courses and degree programmes 

or HE studies. 

ns and benefits 

onomic 

the assumptions 

es (scientific 

ng, global trends and 

reasons. 

rks with respect to 

public university management. It however 

does not treat this issue in isolation. It attempts to study how the response of public 

universities to the state regulatory framework on higher education is influencing the results 

of their relationship with other stakeholders. Thus it will examine how organisational forms 

and democratic procedures of universities in Cameroon are striving through in their 

relationship with students, the state and other stakeholders. 

1.1 Background of the study 

Government subventions to state universities in Cameroon have in recent times

low ebbs. They have dwindled significantly since the 1986/87 acad

1992/93 and 1996/97 academic years, for example, the University of 

19% and 30% of the allocated subvention (Njeuma et al., 1999). As a 

comprehensible debate, universities in Cameroon for many other reasons (lim

infrastructure, didactic materials, qualified teachers, etc.) are being held back from

delivering to society the different benefits they could rightfully provide. For these reasons, 

the reactions of the students and public toward the state universities have i

diverse ways. Students have embarked on strike actions induced by a series o

disappointments 

and inadequate capacity for enrolment in the face of increasing demand f

Other stakeholders are also yet to be satisfied with respect to their interactio

from the university.   

Many have blamed these recurrent circumstances on the socio-political and ec

hardship of the country. Most of these problems appear to be inherent in 

underlying the traditional role of the university against the expectations of its students, the 

state and other stakeholders within the framework of their respective subcultur

and humanistic) and social structure (Clark, 1984). That not withstandi

institutional changes towards the knowledge society/economy could be other 

This project seeks to investigate the nature of state regulatory framewo

universities in Cameroon and how they influence 
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We will begin with some historical presentation of the interaction between HE

stakeholders. This is intended to give a sort of clear and distinguishing ov

nature of the relationship between higher education institutions and the societ

contemporary pressures set in. However, higher education in Cameroon did

1961 after the Cameroons gained independence from both the French (1960)

(1961) respectively. That not withstanding, the history of interaction of the university and 

society in Cameroon did not, in essence, differ from what happened in m

Presenting a hist

Is and its 

erall picture of the 

y before 

 not begin until 

 and British 

ost of the world. 

orical background of such an interaction is necessary in some way, to help 

us to come to a better understanding of the dynamics surrounding higher education 

s and the Society 

/interaction is one of the main 

determinants of the existent, continuity and success of HEIs. For the most part, HEIs have 

luenced by 

th century 

ed experts 

ot have any 

 special stratum in 

ledge could be 

rs then studied with 

nds. Today, 

universities have grown to be structured within the framework of the knowledge 

society/economy, a phenomenon which emphasises some sort of inseparable relationship 

between HEIs and the surrounding environments. This set-up legitimizes the public 

character of HEIs that formed the basis for the long standing traditional pact between HE 

and the Society (Olsen 2005). This pact in its nature was neither a contract nor an agreement. 

management today.  

1.2 A reflection on the Developments in the Interactions between HEI

Since the creation of the first universities, there has been an evolutionary trend in the 

relationship between HEIs and society. This relationship

become so inextricably linked to society to the extent that their activities are inf

the interaction between them and the society in which the operate. 

Traditionally, higher education institutions (HEIs) dating as far back as the twelf

did not set themselves the goal of providing their communities with specialis

(Ruegg, 1992). This somewhat explains that universities at this time did n

meaningful interactions with the society. They only formed part of a

society. With time, these same institutions developed the thought that know

considered an essential part of the civil society. Students and researche

the intention to advance scientific investigation and attend to societal dema
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It was basically a long-term and enduring relationship that for many years was built on some 

general principles beyond any calculations of self-interest (Olsen, 2005)1.  

and flux. The 

ndation, ways 

)2. As a direct 

ed not to be 

valid anymore (Olsen, 2005). This explains in a deeper way the current rift between these 

 relationship 

 that these 

mination” 

 amor sciendi 

e Ages 

, specialisation, and 

Le Goff stresses that the 

ased efforts of 

expansion of the cities. This to a great extent would explain why the growth and 

 the existing 

ental 

evaluation era (Henkel, 1998) developed in the USA (1950s and 1960s). This era has been 

ernisation, the 

of the public 

                                             

Today however, “higher education is in a state of institutional transformation 

legitimacy of higher education’s mission, organisation, functioning, moral fou

of thought and resources are being doubted and challenged” (Maassen, 2008

consequence of this, the traditional pact between HEIs and the society is deem

institutions and the society.  

There is however a claim that there exists an inalienable and complementary

between schools and HEIs and the society. This claim is based on the position

institutions are founded to train persons “needed to maintain the ruling class do

(Ruegg, 1992:10). There is thus little knowledge or agreement of the existence and growth 

of the university as a mere consequence of scholarly and scientific interest - the

(ibid). The time of the founding and growth of the university since the middl

(between the 12th and 15th centuries) coincided with a period of growth

increasing technical requirements in public offices (Le Goff, 1980). 

faculties of medicine at the time were just an instance of a response to incre

the authorities in the field of public health and sanitation following the growth and 

sustainability of the state/public university in contemporary time is linked to

relationship with society on the one hand and its respect to state and/or governm

regulatory framework on the other.  

The interaction between the university and society seems to be more established since the 

termed the period of optimism and expansion. It was associated with mod

rationalisation of society, the policy process and the growth and improvement 

sector (Henkel, 1998). This dynamism in the HE sector constituted a manifestation of a 

 

1 Maassen, Peter (2006).  “Relationship between Higher Education and Society”- Introductory semester, lecture 2: 
HEEM/Hedda Masters Programme in Higher Education 

2 Maassen Peter (2008). ”Distinctions blur, steering differentiations”. A presentation to the CHET seminar-The Norwegian 
Commission on Higher Education: Beyond University/College, academic/professional, and urban/rural distinctions 
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growing confidence and desire in the potential of new knowledge in making rem

contributions to policy making and socio-cultural and economic reforms 

(1994) have presented an analysis on The New Production of Knowledge based

“transdisciplinarity” of problem solving for the production of new knowled

explain the heterogeneity and organisational diversity in the production of k

terms of the skills and experience brought into it. It involves an increase in the num

potential sites where knowledge can be created. It cuts across the university to including 

arkable 

(ibid). Gibbons et al 

 on the 

ge. They claim to 

nowledge in 

ber of 

other stakeholders (non-university institutes, research centres, government agencies, 

n has increasingly 

 to be 

ited within the 

oncerns about issues 

tion, 

ulating 

 direct 

er stakeholders 

ean 

 the extent to which 

ls of politics 

ions, the mass 

e in cost for 

d popular interest in access to higher education, student 

ents’ interest in scientific productivity and ‘manpower 

training’. With this growing strength of integration, the management of the university is in a 

fect 

1.3 Motivation and Rationale of the Study 

The motivation underlying this study is driven by that growing awareness in me, of 

contemporary changes in higher education institutions as a result of increasing interaction 

with society (different stakeholders). For some reasons (massification, funding, capacity, 

industrial laboratories, think-thanks, consultancies etc) in their interaction. 

The contention here is a propagation of the view that knowledge productio

moved from the traditional disciplinary activity (of cognitive and social norms

followed in the production, legitimisation and diffusion of knowledge lim

confines of academics) to involve other stakeholders. Growing public c

to do with the environment, health, social wellbeing of citizens, poverty, corrup

governance and communications among others, have had the effects of stim

knowledge production in a trans-disciplinary order. Modern universities are a

representation of such an ideology. Interaction between the university and oth

is gaining immeasurable grounds. Burton Clark stretches this kind of interaction to m

“integration” (1983). He ascertains the view that there is an increase in

higher education is seen as an issue worth intervening in by the regular channe

and government. By this he means: ministers, parliaments, interested organisat

media, and public opinion. Among the causes for this are the prevailing increas

higher education, widesprea

discontent and rebellion, and governm

constant state of change. Our interest therefore is in identifying how these interactions af

the management of the university. 
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teacher/student ratios), higher education institutions (HEIs) have grad

perspectives towards adjusting to changing socio-political, economic and c

circumstances. We believe that these circumstances have put at stake the purpo

university, its work processes, its organization, its system of governance and

as well as its role in the political system, the economy and society at large (O

Adaptations to these situations have constantly swayed HEIs into daunting adm

ually taken on diverse 

ultural 

se of the 

 financial basis, 

lsen, 2005). 

inistrative 

has always been 

raging. This is 

xercise 

y the numerous 

or the most 

adually affecting the legitimacy of the 

university in Cameroon. The university in Cameroon seems to be gradually losing sight of 

its identity and constitutive logic; its distinctive features are fading away, its functions and 

hich is addressed in this study is: 

ent practices of 

 demands and 

tions in 

ent to 

satisfy their desires/expectations. The government would, for example, expect universities to 

fulfil the agenda it sets for them. Other stakeholders would expect universities to provide the 

needed support for their economic, cultural, social and/or political growth. It is for some of 

these reasons and owing to enormous pressures on the only university in the 1980s that the 

government of Cameroon in 1993 undertook a series of reform measures aiming at averting 

and management experiences.  

Interaction between HEIs, the State and other stakeholders in Cameroon 

inconsistent and timid. The results for the most part have not been quite encou

partly marked by the inability of the universities to acquire needed funds and e

adequate autonomy in the management of their activities. It is also evident b

strike actions that have rocked especially the University of Buea in recent years (1995-Buea, 

April 2005-Buea and Yaoundé, April 2006-Douala, November 2006-Buea). F

part, we believe that these interactions are gr

achievements as an academic institution is uncertain. 

1.4 Problem Statement and Questions 

The core problem statement w

How does the state regulatory framework affect the leadership and managem

universities in Cameroon; and how does university management relate to the

expectations of other stakeholders? 

This problem statement stems from the assumption that contemporary local and global 

pressures present enormous challenges of change for higher education institu

Cameroon. Both the government and other stakeholders expect university managem
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an escalation of serious crisis. It is therefore assumed that change processes in university 

management are related to its interactions or relationship with stakeholders.   

The general problem statement leads to the following research questions: 

ere taken by the 

s affecting the 

2) Who are the main stakeholders of public universities in Cameroon, and what are their 

eroon?  

ed with respect to the 1993 university reforms? Why and with what 

consequences for university management and wellbeing? 

 with its 

for both parties to 

 be argued that 

cal industries) 

otion and development of clearly defined functions between 

the university and private enterprises could be a requirement that may sustain in-service and 

retraining activities that will promote efficiency and better results for a com

interaction between the universities and society in Cameroon can be represented graphically 

in the following figure: 

 

 

 

Adopted from: Institutional Dynamics (2007) a presentation at the NetReed Conference by 

Terence Yong Yuh. 

1) What kinds of reform measures with respect to higher education w

government of Cameroon in the 1990s and how are these reform

management practices of its public universities? 

main expectations with respect to functioning of public universities in Cam

3) What has chang

1.5 Objectives of the study 

It is important for a university to build a long-term and sustainable relationship

stakeholders (internal and external). As viable partners, it will be easier 

bring about meaningful and sustainable development to the community. It can

interaction between the university and the society (including businesses and lo

on an appropriate basis and on common grounds will be a sustainable and productive 

venture. For example, the prom

munity. The 

Government 

: Demands 
University and 

management: 

Output 

Stakeholder Society: 

Demands and support
Regulatory 

framework
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This study is going to examine the response and adaptability of higher ed

to their stakeholders. That is, look at how stakeholders’ demands and expecta

affecting the managem

ucation institutions 

tions are 

ent thinking and practices in the state universities of Cameroon. The 

f the 1990s-the nature of these reforms and how 

ow the expectations of other stakeholders relate to the management 

practice of the university managers. We consider university students to be a part of 

king at the consequences of government’s regulatory framework 

ent and how these consequences relate to its interaction with 

portant to all 

tive 

ameroon. 

 to the resource material of management issues of the HE 

system in Cameroon, and more specifically the University of Buea. Through the assessment 

sues affecting 

the end of the study may raise the awareness of the 

government that will enable it to take more suitable measures towards increasing 

effectiveness in university management. The recommendations and suggestions may also 

induce other stakeholders to take on more befitting responsibilities on universities. 

Furthermore, this study may in a broader perspective instigate further research based on the 

relationship of the university and its stakeholders. 

 

study will therefore: 

a) Investigate state university reforms o

they affect the management of the university. 

b) Investigate h

the stakeholders. 

In summary, it will be loo

on the university managem

some of its other stakeholders.  

1.6 Significance of the Study  

This study is significant to the extent that the relationships being studied are im

stakeholders. Findings should therefore plough back to create and nurture posi

interactions in terms of realization of the objectives of the HE system in C

The study is also expected to add

of the university’s relationship with government and society, this study is particularly 

expected to contribute knowledge towards a better understanding of some is

the growth of universities in Cameroon. 

The recommendations and suggestions at 
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1.7 Definition of Key Concepts 

heir meanings as 

tanding of the core 

ncepts and/or terminologies from being 

y an endeavour 

iaries, winners 

Our study 

e government, 

anisations, students, 

parents/guardians and faculty members. These are the two categories of stakeholders we 

iversity in 

er Education 

e management of HE in 

ic staff of the 

ho contribute to 

 sharing (by paying required fees) and benefit from the university. 

Industries/organisations refer to those independent bodies that directly or indirectly may 

nd up working for 

Management: This means the act, manner or practice of planning, organising, directing, 

o the practice of 

f the 

constitutive logic of the university. We refer to the interaction between the university, the 

state, students/guardian/parents, and industries/organisations.  

Interaction: By this, we are referring to the cooperation, actions and reactions emanating 

from such cooperation between the university and its stakeholders. It is used to depict the 

The formulation/definition of key concepts and terms is meant to indicate t

used in this study. This is also meant to induce a better overall unders

issues of the study. It will help to avoid co

wrongfully perceived or understood by the reader.  

Stakeholders: With this term, we are referring to groups of persons with an interest in HEIs. 

They are directly and/or indirectly involved in HEIs. They can be affected b

and can as well influence one. They are intended beneficiaries and intermed

and losers and either involved in decision making or not (DFID, March 2003). 

refers to two main categories of stakeholders. The first category includes th

referring to its regulatory framework. The second includes industries/org

have considered in the study; and whose influences are impacting on the un

Cameroon.   

The government and its regulatory framework refers specifically to the High

Ministry and its policy documents that are set to regulate th

Cameroon. By faculty members we are referring specifically to the academ

universities in Cameroon. Students and parents/guardians refer to those w

cost

support and/or benefit from the activities of the university. They most often are those who 

benefit from university output-research findings and graduates who e

them. 

controlling and using resources. In our study, we use it particularly to refer t

handling issues that have to do with the sustenance, respect and promotion o
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interdependence between the university and its stakeholders. We further use th

to mean the way university managemen

is in the study 

t relates to regulatory framework of the government 

and the way it relates with other stakeholders.   

lic universities, 

niversities of 

that were created to cater for continuous rise in the demand for higher education in 

niversities. In the case 

ion ministry 

. 

as the creation of 

ngesting the lone University of Yaoundé at 

ongst others was to provide equal opportunities of higher 

education to all. The reforms include a set of rules, regulations and laws making up the 

It would not have been possible to complete this work without paying due attention to the 

ainly 

 is the only Anglo-

 

A formal letter of confirmation of student status was obtained from the Institute for 

ess to the HE 

recherches) from the HE ministry, signed by the minister Jacques Fame Ndongo. This gave 

us access to some personnel of the HE ministry, the university, students and companies. 

In addition, appointments were scheduled with all respondents and interviews conducted at 

their convenience. We also reached verbal agreements on the informed consent of the 

Higher Education Institutions: In our study, we are referring to the six pub

five of which were created by presidential degree in 1993. They include the u

Buea, Yaoundé I, Yaoundé II, Douala, Dschang and Ngoundere. These are the universities 

Cameroon. 

Subventions: These are funds guaranteed by government to public u

of Cameroon, subventions are drafted in a yearly budget of the higher educat

that is responsible for universities. This subvention is part of tax payers’ money

State University Reforms: We refer here to a set of university reforms that were initiated 

and implemented by the government of Cameroon in 1993. Fundamental w

five new state universities as a measure to deco

the time. The intention am

regulatory framework of government on its universities. 

1.8 Ethical Issues 

ethical issues involved. This is basically due to the political undertone involved. It is m

because the study is based on the University of Buea (case study) which

Saxon Public University out of the six in the bilingual Republic of Cameroon.

Educational Research-University of Oslo. This served as an instrument of acc

authorities in Cameroon. We also obtained a document (Autorisation d’effectuer des 
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respondents. They were informed that all information provided will be treate

confidentiality. In other words, nothing they said was going to come back to hu

any shape or form. Thus they were guaranteed from any impunities or ha

the information they gave to us. This was also inte

d with utmost 

nt them in 

rassments based on 

nded to increase the cooperation of 

y the quality of information provided. 

es an introduction 

resentation of the 

t explains the 

 questions, 

ons for the significance of the study and 

s up with an 

s that it treats 

d deal with 

e pillars of 

ractices in Cameroon’s universities is viewed from the perspectives of Scott’s 

three pillars of institutions. The concept of management in HE is also looked at in this 

scussed in three 

ccomplish the 

ity of Buea as case 

e approaches that 

made up the method include interviews and documentary reviews. 

Chapter four presents the findings of the study. Analyses are done at two main levels: the 

state’s systems level and the institutional level. This is to demonstrate how interaction 

between the university and its environment impacts on the management functions of the 

subjects and hopefull

1.9 Outline of the Thesis 

This work is composed of six chapters. It begins with chapter one that giv

and background of the study. This chapter stretches to include a historical p

nature of interaction between HEIs and their surrounding environments. I

motivation and rationale behind this study, presents the problem statement and

outlines the objectives of the study, gives reas

provides definition of key terminologies as used in the study. The chapter close

explanation of ethical issues encountered in the study. 

Chapter two presents the analytical framework and literature review. This mean

particular perspectives from which our study will draw particular inferences an

some contextual analysis and issues that are related to the study. The thre

institutions by Scott (2001) are discussed to show their relevance to the study. The review of 

management p

chapter. Besides, approaches to institutional governance arrangements are di

categories: traditional governance approach, new governance model and the decline of the 

traditional model. 

Chapter three deals with the research methodology and approaches used to a

study. It opens with a study design that expresses its focus on the Univers

study for the entire research concern. The qualitative method is used and th
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university. These analyses will respectively be in relation to the state regulatory framework 

on the one hand, and community interference on the other. 

apter four. The 

nd 

d the other part will focus on 

nce. 

hapter gives a summary of the study, a conclusion on overall findings, 

recommendations on the study and suggestions towards further research on universities in 

Cameroon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In chapter five, we discuss the main findings that are presented in ch

discussions are in two parts. The first part will discuss the impact, relevance a

applicability of the state regulatory framework on the HEIs an

the response of university management to other stakeholder interfere

The last c
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Chapter 2 

Conceptual Framework and Literature Review 

 is partly 

 university 

 the wish to 

hich the main 

nt literature that is 

 Peters (2000) 

re some views 

rnational Development (March 2003).  Following are the four 

stylised models of institutions based on their interaction with society as viewed by Olson 

(2005). The rest of the chapter deals with issues of management and governance models that 

g how institutions 

s institutions 

es that would 

: 33). He conceptualises 

 and 

outines which 

operate within 

However, it is imperative to note that the cognitive, regulative and normative systems are all 

vital elements of institutions with varying degree of importance. Scott (2001) holds the view 

that each of these pillars could be viewed as contributing in interdependent and mutually 

reinforcing ways to constructing a powerful social framework that would showcase the 

worth and resilience of these institutions. D’Andrade (1984) as quoted by Scott (2001: 34) 

Introduction 

The university in Cameroon is widely thought to be in a state of jeopardy. This

because of the continuous and wide ranging external demands and expectations with respect 

to the activities the university should undertake. The major worry in this is how

management could accommodate these pressures from its stakeholders amidst

attain its goals. This chapter examines different institutional practices within w

aim of this study will be examined or related to. It also looks at the releva

related to this study. The first part looks at the conceptions of Scott (2001) and

on institutions and how their structures or constitutive logic could make for successful 

management vis-à-vis the rational choice theory. Linked to both conceptions a

of the Department of Inte

are of relevance to the study.    

2.1 Institutional Theory 

Contemporary institutional theory provides an insight into understandin

operate towards maximising the essence of their objectives. Scott (2001) define

to consist of cognitive, normative and regulative structures including activiti

provide stability and meaning to social behaviour (Scott 2001

institutions as multifaceted systems with symbolic pillars (cognitive, normative

regulative structures). They are sustained by different cultures, structures and r

he prefers to term carriers. These carriers within this complex setup would 

multiple levels of jurisdiction in consonance with the respective pillars.  
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observes that in such an integration of mutually dependent pillars in instit

institutions are viewed as over-determined systems. His justifications are based

premise that social sanctions, pressures for conformity, intrinsic direct reward

are all products of the three interve

utional operations, 

 on the 

s, values which 

ning pillars of institutions, would act together to give to 

pillars put forth 

d indicators 

however, do 

, posits that 

eory is that the 

rovide different empirical 

evidence and make different predictions about behaviour. We believe this to be pretty much 

ltural, 

d in a colonial 

 

rrespective of what 

arty (1994) make 

 force in an 

o coordinate and 

e demands will certainly differ from 

institution to institution and thus the possibility of a rationalised, formal and standard 

version of an institutional culture. Peters’ central concern, however, has to do with how 

ill make and if anything could be done to 

generate a more unified approach of institutional theory.  

                                             

any system, its particular meaning (ibid). 

In spite of this very plausible and convincing approach to institutional theory, Scott warns 

that there are some disadvantages neatly woven in it. The three commended 

divergent conceptions with different underlying assumptions, mechanisms an

that would need to be evaluated separately and with intimacy. His assertions, 

not represent all facets of viewpoints. Peters (2000)3 from a political standpoint

the most important impediment to a more central position for institutional th

term denotes multiple meanings to different scholars and even stretches to contradictions. He 

asserts that different versions of institutional approaches will p

evident owing to the different societal orientations with respect to the socio-cu

economic and political paradigms that are peculiar to different societies.  

Arguably, the perception of a people in a society such as Cameroon, grounde

background and influenced by a neo-colonial political discourse will completely differ from

that of a people with a completely western orientation. This will be so, i

kind of institutional approach that is used. And Gupta, Dirsmith and Fog

mention of the contingency theory which suggests that some technical task

institution would impose demands that will give birth to a plan of actions t

control internal strategies of an institution. Thes

much impediment these internal differences w

 

3 Peters, B Guy. (2000). “Institutional Theory: Problems and Prospects”. 
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Since the perceptions of different people will build up to differences and c

central stand point of institutional theory, it would be necessary to take into ac

socio-cultural, economic and political ideologies of a people into institutional 

This will serve as a drive for an institution to gain stability and meaning t

goals. It will further

ontradictions on a 

count the 

management. 

owards meeting its 

 mean that creating a more general approach to institutional theory 

lars of institution. 

mphases of the three pillars of institutions 

p stitut

e 

remains a difficult task.  

The following table presents Scott’s perspective of the three pil

Table 1 presents of the varying e

Table 1: Three illars of in ions 

  Regulativ Normati Cognitive ve 

Basis of complia ience al O anted nce Exped  Soci bligation Taken for gr

Mechanisms rcive mative Mimetic Coe Nor

Logic Instrumentality Appropriateness xy Orthodo

Indicators Rules, laws, Certification, Prevalence, isomorphism 
sanctions accreditation 

Basis of legitimacy Legally sanctioned Morally governed Culturally supported, 
conceptually correct 

  

Source: Scott, W. R. (1995): Institutions and Organizations. Thousand Oa

 

Our case study is an Anglo-Saxon university in a bicultural (English and F

system. Upon its creation, the University of Buea (UNIBU) was expected

Anglo-Saxon educational system. But along side five other publ

ks, CA, Sage 

rench) educational 

 to operate in an 

ic universities with an 

ide by the same 

vernment 

ea, and a 

We realise that even though the cognitive, normative and regulative pillars of the 

management structure of the Anglo-Saxon university will function in an interdependent and 

mutually reinforcing way, it will be difficult to maintain its worth owing to the cultural gap 

that exists between it and the regulatory framework of government that is overwhelmingly 

educational system grounded on French principles, UNIBU has to ab

standard rules and regulations like the others. The regulatory framework of go

therefore presents a set of challenges that are peculiar to the University of Bu

different set of challenges to the five others with a French inclined system.  
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structured on the basis of the French system. Besides, it will be difficult to maintain a m

central position on university management in Cameroon owing to the diversity

practices in both the English and French systems of education. Thus the practic

of the University of Buea will conflict frequently with the intentions of the re

government. Based on this assessment, our analysis will rely on a continge

means that we will consider the leadership style of management to be dependent on the 

situation in which management is bound to operate. This implies that the managem

UNIBU for instance will take into consideration the culture and practices o

Saxon system vis-à-vis the constraints presented by government’s regulatory 

determine a plan of actions that should coordinate and control its interna

actions of management

ore 

 in values and 

es and values 

gulations set by 

ncy theory. This 

ent of 

f the Anglo-

framework, to 

l strategies. The 

 should however coincide with the different cultures, structures and 

 (cognitive, normative and regulative 

structures) of its institution. 

rch and Olsen 

ast the 

 of 

ss” is the best way to 

comprehend political behaviour (both individual and collective) that individuals acquire 

ative 

00).  

h 2003)-

ntemporary 

understanding of the wider institutional framework expresses the need to focus on outcomes. 

This means that the open systems model that maintains its state and exhibits characteristics 

of openness does not concert fully with the three pillars of Scott’s Institutional Theory. 

Though changing the rules can be inherently difficult, if the organisation (rules of the game) 

in an institution can be changed in order to engage in innovative commitments with the 

routines that should sustain the different pillars

2.1.1: The Institutional and Rational Choice Theory 

Peters (2000) discusses in unison the normative approach as advocated by Ma

(1984; 1989; 1996) as one major approach to institutional analysis. They contr

normative logic which they term “logic of appropriateness” with the “logic

consequentiality” which is central to rational choice theories. They contend that institutions 

are the major repositories of values and that “the logic of appropriatene

through their involvement with one or more institutions. The conclusion, they assert, is that 

people functioning within institutions behave the way they do because of norm

standards and not due to their desire to maximise individual utilities (Peters, 20

We understand that individual utilities may have an overspill effect to the objectives of the 

institution. But a study by the Department of International Development (Marc

“Promoting Institutional and Organisational Development” asserts that co
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society, desired outcomes could be achieved. This explains therefore that s

building requires to be built on consistent and complementary interventions

(individual, organisational and institutional). This goes further to explain that t

choice theory could be a commendable and

ustained capacity 

 at all levels 

he rational 

 complementary option to institutional theory, for 

rowth of the 

s and incentives 

onents of 

 preferences 

dered sets of 

ay have 

the political 

 

mstance, they would 

s in some ways 

odified or influenced by some basic personal tenets. This principle expresses an 

 the 

f individual 

ould apply in 

 universities in 

eration both 

 for the 

t implies therefore 

ciples such as 

n should be 

given greater attention. This means that the English system that is less considered in terms of 

relative regulation from government should basically have the latitude of openness that 

should focus on the rationality of the chosen options and outcomes. This will encourage 

university management to engage in innovative commitments with the society, a condition 

that could lead to desired outcomes. On the contrary, if management of the University of 

maximising desirable output effects for institutions. 

In his contention, Peters (2000) believes in very strong terms that the rational choice version 

of institutional theory demonstrates a good degree of importance to the g

institution. From his conceptualisation, institutions are arrangements of rule

and the members of the institution will behave in line with those basic comp

institutional structures. Members of these structures do not need to have their

modified by mere membership in the institution. They have their own well or

preferences that remain largely unchanged by any institutional involvement they m

(ibid). Based on this claim, it would mean that in the execution of policies and 

will of the state or in the exercise of authority, institutional leaders are faced with the task of

choosing from preferences and constraints facing them. In such a circu

not be solely guided by the basic components of their institution. Their action

are m

important belief that is inherent in any administrative system and translates into

assumption that most social situations or collective behaviours are the results o

actions. 

This approach to institutional analysis is clear, simple and understanding and sh

a bicultural educational system like Cameroon. The regulatory framework for

Cameroon as already seen in the previous section does not take into consid

cultural foundations of the education of its people. This means that a standard system

operation of its institutions would definitely not lead to expected outputs. I

that institutions should have some degree of autonomy from standardised prin

the normative and regulative structures. The cognitive pillar of the institutio
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Buea has to remain steadfast within the framework of regulations set by gove

three pillars of institutional theory, the result defini

rnment and the 

tely as has been the case, will be one of 

continuous conflict with government and other stakeholders. 

between higher education and the external environment. He affirms that current trends 

 a number of visions which would include: 

-the university as a community of scholars,  

-the university as an instrument for national purposes,  

stitutive rules, 

 and competitive 

nts is designed. Johan P. Olsen vividly and professionally 

examines visions on the governance and organisation of the university in these different 

spheres of specifics. He sets an appropriate ground for us to be able to assess the relationship 

between the university in Cameroon and its environment. The following table is an 

explanation of the four stylised models. 

 

Table 2: Four stylised Models of Institutions 

Autonomy 
 

University operations and 
dynamics are governed by 
internal factors 

University operations and dynamics 
are governed by environmental 
factors 

2.2 The University and its External Environment 

This section focuses on the competitive interests between the state, the university and other 

stakeholders. Olsen (2005) deals eloquently with some perspectives on the relationship 

would portray the debate to centre on

-the university as a representative democracy, and  

-the university as a service enterprise embedded in competitive markets. 

These are four stylized models that are respectively based on some set of “con

command and hierarchy, bargaining and majority votes, and market prices

selection” (Olsen, 2007: 29). It is based on this thinking that some form of model in shifts or 

changes in governance arrangeme
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Conflict
 
 
 

rs 

norms an
objective

 a self-gover: The University is

 
 
Acto
have 
shared 

d 
s 

ning 
community of scholars 
 
Constitutive logic: 
Free inquiry, truth finding, rationality 

ent

and expertise. 
 
Criteria of assessm : 

tonomy

Scientific quality. 
 
Reasons for au : 
Constitutive principle of the 

ersity as an institution: auUniv thority 
to the best qualified. 
 
Change: 
Driven by the internal dynami

ion
ional identity. Rapid an

y is an instrument for 

cs of 
science. Slow reinterpretat  of 

d institut
radical change only with 
performance crises. 

The Universit
national political agendas 
 
Constitutive logic: 
Administrative: Implementing 

ned political objectives. 

f assessment

predetermi
 
Criteria o : 

d efficient achievement 
s. 

Reasons for autonomy

Effective an
of national purpose
 

: 
Delegated and based on relative 
efficiency. 
 
Change: 
Political decisions, priorities, designs 
as a function of elections, coalition 
formation and breakdowns and 

dership changing political lea

 
 
Actors 
have 
conflicti
g 
norms an
objective

ent

n

d 
s 

The University is a repres
Democracy 

ative 

 
Constitutive logic: 
Interest representation, electio

ajority decis
ns, 
ions. bargaining and m

 
Criteria of assessment: 
Who gets what: Accommodat

nal interests. 
ing 

inter
 
Reasons for autonomy: 
Mixed (work-place democrac
functional competence, realpo
 

y, 
litik). 

Change: 
Depends on bargaining and conflict 

vice 

embedded in competitive markets 

resolution and changes in power, 
interest and alliances. 

The University is a ser
enterprise 

 
Constitutive logic: 

. Part of a system 
of market exchange and price 

t

Community service

systems. 
Criteria of assessmen : 

 demands. 
Economy, efficiency, flexibility, 
Meeting community

survival. 
 
Reasons for autonomy: 

ss to “stakeholders” 
encies, survival. 

 

Responsivene
and external exig

Change: 
Competitive selection o
learning. Entrepreneurship and 

r rational 

adapting to changing circumstances 
and sovereign customers. 

Source: The Institutional Dynamics of the (European) University (Olsen, 2007: 30). 

Olsen prods our understanding of the conviction that universities are institutions of learning. 

Like any institution, he contends that they operate within a framework of constitutive “rules 
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and organised practices embedded in structures of meaning and reso

idiosyncratic preferences and expectations of individuals and changing exter

circumstance”. He also claims that “Structures of resources create capabi

They empower and constrain actors differently and make them more or less 

acting accord

urces…resilient to 

nal 

lities for acting. 

capable of 

ing to prescriptive rules” (March and Olsen 1989, 1995, 2006: as quoted in 

ht of the university in 

 some 

dian of 

meroon, where 

 other state 

 that will be 

h Olsen further 

e and that 

ind this a far 

ently dissect 

ver other 

acy and what is distinct about other institutions. 

On the other hand, an institution in interaction with others may be induced to re-examine its 

unity, its rational, identity and foundations, its ethos, codes of behaviour 

lity to be able to 

2.3 Management in HE 

ould basically 

depend on the type of management structure erected in any institution of higher learning. 

Maassen (2003)4 emphasises that governments are responsible at different levels for the 

                                             

Olsen, 2005: 5).  

The preceding assertion legitimises, to some extent, the autonomy rig

the face of external pressures and influence. This would be an ideal situation in

advanced democracies where the university in itself is respected as a custo

democratic principles and practices. But in a constitutional democracy like Ca

the university, though with autonomous rights, is functionally dependent on

institutions for survival and particularly dependent on state machinery for its regulative and 

organisational form, it is practically difficult to achieve a character and form

resilient to external expectations, preferences and circumstances. And althoug

asserts that a collision between institutions is an important source of chang

transformation of one institution is usually linked to changes in others, we f

reaching conclusion in a Cameroonian setting where state regulations inadvert

the inner core of public university organisations. This situation rather matches well with 

Olsen’s conclusion that the idea to achieve ideological hegemony and control o

institutional spheres may destroy the legitim

pact with the comm

and primary allegiance and loyalties. In this case, there is a need and possibi

evaluate and assess the effects of such interactions.  

Management in higher education can be discussed from various angles. It w

 

4 Maassen, P. (2003):  “Shifts in Governance Arrangments. An Interpretation of the Introduction of New Management 
Structures in Higher Education”, in The Higher Education Manegerial Revolution, Dordrecht/Boston/London. 
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regulatory framework within which HEIs are expected to perform and within w

manage their activities. This indicates the point that government’s re

valid determinant of institutional management. He asserts further that cha

institutional management structures in higher education cannot therefore be 

without going through a due process of interpretation of the frameworks and 

affect the management task of these universities. Imperative is the view point he expresses 

on institutional m

hich to 

gulatory framework is a 

nges in 

discussed 

the way they 

anagement vis-à-vis institutional leadership, governance and 

administration. In all, he asserts that these are relational concepts that will hardly be 

education, 

anagement to 

ficiency in the 

dures (Maassen, 

overnance is about 

es and 

lisation is thus a 

 an incorporation of 

the university in 

takeholders. 

y.   

ould be to identify the 

, 2003). The 

ipher who 

t is 

lgic and 

EIs were not in any 

form “managed as a shoe factory” (ibid). The converse situation is predominantly due to the 

assertion that external interests have become the driving force for the reforms in the 

management of universities (ibid).  It is this situation that induces Clark in 1998 to reverse 

his 1983 ideology of the separation of academic and administrative cultures and roles, to the 

importance of a merger of managerial and academic values in what he refers to as the 

distinguished.  

However, he quotes Reed, Meek and Jones (2002) as suggesting that in higher 

institutional leadership refers mainly to strategic direction giving and setting; m

outcomes achievement and the monitoring of institutional effectiveness and ef

distribution of resources; and administration to the implementation of proce

2003:32). He sums up the interpretations to be in line with the view that g

the framework in which universities manage themselves and about the process

structures used to meet intended objectives. Governance in his conceptua

state apparatus to influence institutional management. Our focus is

leadership, management and administration in the growth and continuity of 

Cameroon in the face of instability in its relationship with the concerned s

Preferably, we will be using management in this project to reflect this theor

A key issue in the discussion of management in higher education w

general feeling that academic life is no longer what it used to be (Maassen

complexity of current day higher education has made it difficult for one to dec

actually is in charge and what management structure to put in place to cater for its growth. 

This complexity is orchestrated by the recent market driven phenomenon tha

preoccupying the minds of current university managers as opposed to the nosta

idealised “collegial model” of self-steering of the old good days when H
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“strengthened steering core” of the entrepreneurial university (Maass

propagati

en, 2003:46). This 

on is in complete support of the role of academics in the management of 

universities. 

llenges to 

 imbalance 

le for the 

ective, Clark 

e structures. 

ld account for a 

ersities in modern times. This measure is one that 

ke way for a 

 interaction between 

ld on the results of the 

t the framework 

nage their 

 regulatory 

framework of government on university. The interaction between universities and other 

 the 

me up with 

nt in Cameroon. 

ciety, we have 

 higher 

education. We will begin with a background study of the traditional governance approach 

prior to the creation and implementation of new paradigm shifts. Contemporary literature on 

this subject deals mostly with the period directly prior to “The Management Revolution in 

Higher Education” in the United States of America in the 1960s and recent developments. 

But shifts in governance since then has been a relative phenomenon with respect to different 

However, the demand-response imbalance has continued to pose major cha

university management. According to Maassen (2003), the demand-response

stems mainly from the rigidity in the maintenance of the traditional governance structures 

from the side of the university and the government that is said to be responsib

regulatory framework on which HE institutions operate. From a profound persp

is advocating for flexibility from the side of academics and the state governanc

He does not make allusion to factories, industries, businesses etc, which shou

considerable level of cooperation with univ

would lead to a cooperative governance approach that should subsequently ma

better balance in the demand-response mechanism.  

Basing on these arguments, our analysis will take into consideration the

universities, state governance structures and other stakeholders to bui

outcome of the management of universities in Cameroon. Considering tha

within which higher education institutions are expected to perform and ma

activities is set by government, we will equally make sure that our analysis of the 

management situation of universities in Cameroon is clearly linked with the

stakeholders will be looked at from the angle of the expectations of stakeholders from

universities, whose existence is reliant on theirs. This method will enable us co

objective perspectives in relation to the outcome of university manageme

2.4 Governance Model/Approaches with respect to HE 

Owing to the surging interaction between universities, government and the so

chosen to present varying perspectives of governance approaches in relation to
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countries, states and regions. This will help us draw inspiration from the recurrent trend to 

better analyse the situation as we see it in the context of Cameroon.  

2.4.1Traditional Governance Approach 

versal higher 

h activities 

ntal Europe, 

cted from 

ademic activities, 

tructure has been 

ences the 

account for shifts in governance. However, the underlying reason for a shift in governance 

 towards cost-

ng mechanism 

ade 

966; see also 

al, internally and 

universities 

came preponderant with Canada, 

est of the world (ibid). Whatever the changes 

in practice, there is still a common and widely held belief that the more government 

 (Goedegebuure 

The most predominant governance model for HEIs is based on current trends that are 

directed towards the purpose of the university and the dynamics of its relationship with 

government and the society (other stakeholders). This perspective is a package embedded in 

the new public management (NPM) phenomenon that engulfed the entire world in the 1980s. 

The period preceding the advent of massification (movement from elite to uni

education) was principally one marked with a governance approach where higher education 

as a social institution was allowed to govern its basic teaching and researc

through some form of ‘collegial self-steering’ (Maassen, 2003: 33). In contine

this implied that institutional leaders (rectors/presidents) were selected or ele

among the highest professorial ranks and seen as support structures for ac

teaching and research (ibid: 33). Gradually this ‘collegial self-steering’ s

replaced by some form of externally oriented management structure that influ

behaviours of higher education leaders through institutional designs. Various reasons 

approach is to correct identified flaws of the traditional governance approach

effectiveness and efficiency in the dispensation of scares resources. 

The United States of America is an example of a country where a new steeri

for higher education was put in place before the late 1970s. In the 1960s reference was m

to “The Management Revolution in Higher Education” (Rourke and Brooks 1

Keller 1983) as quoted by Maassen (2003: 33). It was composed of form

externally driven approaches to strengthen the management position in public 

and colleges (Maassen 2003). In the 1980s this be

Australia, New Zealand and then most of the r

withdraws from steering higher education, the better this sector will perform

et al., 1994; Meek 2002) as quoted by Maassen (2003:33).  

2.4.2 The New Governance Model (New Paradigm) 
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It is a philosophy intended to modernise the public sector, HEIs included. The 

initiate new reforms towards orientating the public sector into market ideals t

greater cost-efficiency, high quality services and better performance for gove

very little or no negative side effects on other objectives and considerations 

Borins, 2000)

idea is to 

hat will lead to 

rnments with 

(Jansen, 2006; 

ation have 

in the role of democratic government in public-private relations, and in the relationship 

bout the benefits 

and flexible authority 

n take two 

ered to be an 

terests. This is 

ses, principles 

n place with 

ason is to 

determinants of the kind of support, economic or otherwise to be attributed to it, especially 

nsibility and 

ent in some 

areas of HE has been augmented with new public policies that facilitate partnerships or 

). The term 

cation, industry, 

and government (ibid). This concept describes countries with laissez-faire capitalist systems 

                                             

5. It is on this backdrop that new governance shifts in higher educ

been applicable. There is therefore no doubt that change in the university is linked to change 

between the local, national, and international level (Olsen, 2005).  

In recent years some contemporary higher education scholars have talked a

of a shift from centralized state autonomous control, to a decentralized 

involving all stakeholders. Governance shifts have therefore been seen to ofte

dimensions. On the one hand, it has been implemented with the consideration of the 

contemporary university as an institution. The university in this case is consid

organisational instrument for achieving pre-determined preferences and in

based on the fiduciary nature of the university; that is, its constitutive purpo

and processes (Olsen, 2005:5). On the other hand, governance shifts have take

the consideration of the university as an instrument of the government. The re

organise and govern the university with the intention to achieve tasks and objectives in a 

cost-efficient way. In this perspective, the university is involved in a set of contracts that are 

by the state machinery. When it comes to funding, it is all about shifting respo

commitment of the funding of higher education from the government to other sources 

(McGuiness 2005). 

In recent years, some scholars hold the opinion that governmental direct investm

cooperation between universities and corporate entities (Mohrman et al., 2008

'triple helix' refers to this new dimension of relationship among higher edu

 

5Sanford Borins is professor of Public Management in the University of Toronto. About the mid 1990s he was Rapporteur 
at the conference of  the Commonwealth Association for Public Administration and Management (CAPAM), an 
organization for public administration practitioners and academics in the 54 countries of the British Commonwealth 
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using government encouragement for some universities to collaborate with busi

develop the civilian economy. In socialist countries, governments are said to

from total control of science and technology policy. This measure is mak

flexibility for universities to work with local or global industrial entities. In an

perspective, the state has become less of a sponsor and more of a facilitator for

between universities and businesses, encouraging universities to seek funds from

sector. But one of the underlying m

nesses to 

 have withdrawn 

ing room for new 

 overall 

 partnerships 

 the private 

otives behind these constant shifts in governance 

approaches is centred on the question: What is the best governance approach with respect to 

 processes. They 

ement 

ental 

trategies; in 

versities to 

8). Mohrman 

sert that in the 

an most European 

plications. 

s in the 

d leading 

lopment 

nd was 3.5% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2003 compared with 

fied research 

cess although its 

lobal Model 

It is imperative to note however that these governance reforms no matter how important they 

are do not result in new sets of permanent and stable arrangements (Maassen, 2003). The 

first wave of shifts that were ideological was in the 1980s. Since the mid 1980s there has 

been a continuous trend of reforming the governance relationship between the state and 

higher education? 

Recent reforms have nevertheless emphasized four major themes in the shift

include coordination, accountability, re-regulation and performance manag

(McGuiness 2005). In order to hold universities accountable despite limited governm

budgets, many nations have adopted performance-based university funding s

some cases for targeted programs. In this way, government agencies bring uni

work on nationally important social and economic issues (Mohrman et al., 200

et al have quoted Finland as an encouraging example of this model. They as

international economic recession of 1991–1992, Finland suffered more th

countries because of the simultaneous collapse of the Soviet Union, a major trading partner. 

The country's national recovery strategy placed priority on high technology ap

This resulted in larger admissions quotas in engineering and other related field

sciences and technology as well as close collaboration between universities an

telecommunications companies such as Nokia. Overall, Research and Deve

expenditure in Finla

1.9% for the European Union as a whole and 2.6% in the United States. Intensi

in Finland’s universities has been seen as a major factor to its economic suc

universities have not yet reached the top level described by the Emerging G

(Mohrman et al., 2008). 
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higher education in most countries. It is of relevance to understand why there has been a 

ents. 

2.4.3 Decline of the Traditional Model 

l of HE 

en social and 

mon ground” with 

rowth of university 

 in the 

ups. In 

ifficult. These are 

ion of diverse 

ledge and 

society there is the need for the growing importance 

es seem to be the 

formation 

nomena which 

n the emergence 

ilar way. Together 

se of policy 

ental principles of a comprehensive higher education 

system. In addition, they form an important basis for national public sector reforms with 

respect to higher education (Maassen and Cloete, 2002). In this light, higher education 

institutions have becom

world (ibid). Trevor Coombe (1991) as quoted by Maassen and Cloete (2002:8) has 

maintained that: 

“Universities remain a great national storehouse of trained, informed, inquiring and 

critical intellects, and the indispensable means of replenishing national talent. They 

change from the traditional to currents trends of governance arrangem

Several reasons have been advanced for the decline in the traditional mode

governance. Peters (2001) points to the increasing and widening gap betwe

political homogeneity among individuals and groups in the society (Maassen, 2003). He 

explains and justifies this with the notion of the growing “lack of com

respect to many issues that would possibly have to do with the effective g

governance. He further explains that this has led to a problematic endeavour

traditional pattern of government-led negotiations between various interest gro

addition, reaching social and political compromises has become more d

developments that can be observed worldwide with smaller and larger variations at national 

level (ibid). The multiplicity of interest groups leads to a characterisat

attitudes, ideologies and interests. Induced by the growing importance of know

information in the polity, economy and 

of the power of experts and the growing interdependence of the public and private 

organisations. Decentralisation of administrative and management authoriti

better option for the regulation of these issues.  

There is a general agreement that most nation states are going through a trans

process that is strongly affected by global trends and pressures. These phe

have transformed world trade, communications and economic relations upo

of neo-liberal free market economy are affecting higher education in a sim

with the knowledge economy phenomenon, they have given place to a new sen

frameworks affecting the fundam

e a part of the national development policies in countries all over the 
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have considerable reserves of leadership and commitment on which to 

Impoveri

draw. 

shed, frustrated, dilapidated and overcrowded as they may be, they have no 

substitutes”.  

ing governance 

ents from national to sub national levels to benefit from the expertise of these 

etical and 

aches of 

2 as the analytical 

eans that the analysis of our findings will be done within 

ologies 

epts of the three 

of a set of rules 

s within 

ents of 

 peculiar to each 

 mutually 

 constitutive 

lly and 

ll put forth 

ion 2.1.1) attempts 

to make sense of the complex theory of institutions. The rational choice theory points to 

initiatives, rules and incentives. This is upon the understanding that leaders or individuals 

will react or act rationally and in line with circumstances facing them in the event where 

they have to make a decision. Their actions are also influenced by some personal tenets and 

not just by some normative standards imposed within the framework of the institution. 

There are thus little options for governments of nation states to avoid shift

arrangem

institutions. 

2.5 Analytical Framework 

Considering the diversity in the study of institutions in relation to their theor

methodological perspectives, we have chosen to use a combination of appro

important elements of the models discussed in sections 2.1, 2.1.1 and 2.

framework for this study. This m

the context of the theories and methods discussed by Scott (2001) and the ide

embedded in the rational choice theory.  

Starting with Scott’s (2001) institutional theory, it is assumed that the conc

pillars (regulative, normative and cognitive) of institutions are characteristic 

and laws that are legislatively designed to govern social obligations and norm

required levels of understanding. These pillars are seen as independent vital elem

institutions that are sustained by different cultures, structures and routines

institution and able to contribute to the worth and success of institutions in

reinforcing ways. This means that institutional leaders will not only rely on the

logic of institutional but also on accepted practices considered to be cultura

contextually correct.  But considering that the three pillars of institutions wi

different conceptions and underlying assumptions, mechanisms and indicators that will 

complicate the functioning of institutions, the rational choice theory (sect
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By integrating the rational choice theory to Scott’s institutional theory, a n

established for the analytical framework. This setup is an integrated, open a

system whose constitution is a combination of a number of inputs (regulati

cognitive pillars, the logic of appropriateness and the logic of consequentiality)

open up institutions to a variety of options towards meeting their objectives. Th

an interrelated set of elements that would affect each other in the managem

institution. This means that in the event of an interaction with different stakeholders, 

university leadership should be open to a lot of options with respect to the cir

(demands, support and expectations) and environment within which it operat

decision making should be an activity geared towards the fulfilment of the c

of the institution/university and expectations of its stakeholders. The content

(2005) on the interaction between institutions and their environment is ut

explain the different characteristics of a university and illustrate how these characteristics 

will impede the construction of a central position for inst

ew setup is 

nd flexible 

ve, normative, 

 that will 

ese inputs are 

ent function of an 

cumstances 

es. Thus 

ollective goals 

ions of Olsen 

ilised to further 

itutional theory. By engaging 

attributes of institutional interaction with society as analytical tools, it provides a systematic 

odels 

and paradigm shits in governance as obtained in the western world in an attempt to justify 

our explanations and assessments of the situation in Cameroon. This will be in relation to the 

discussions raised by Maassen (2003).  

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 

Research Methods and Approaches 

and comprehensive approach to assessing leadership problems in universities with respect to 

their interaction with society (government and other stakeholders).  

We shall nonetheless make allusion to issues of institutional practices, of governance m
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This chapter presents the methodology for this study that provides the frame

collection and analysis of data. It discusses the diffe

work for the 

rent research methods and techniques 

that were used for collecting and analysing the required data.  

tion to the 

sity created after 

 is an outcome 

ted new regulatory 

ese universities 

ers.  

nderstand the 

tion in 1993 on 

on its Anglo-

r. This makes it possible to 

sity since they 

g interviews 

  

med that the interaction between the University of Buea and the state and 

other stakeholders, is a reflection of the general interactions between all state universities 

and the stakeholders. This is especially so because the nation state has remained the 

fundamental funder of public HE in the Republic of Cameroon since it redesigned its 

 

3.2 The Empirical Study/Study setting 

The collection of data was predominantly done in the Republic of Cameroon. The starting 

point was at the nation’s capital Yaoundé, where the Ministry for HE is located. The 

3.1 Study Design 

In order to accomplish a detailed exploration of our problem statement and research 

questions and avoid the challenges that come with insufficient resources and cultural barriers 

within very limited research time, we found it imperative to limit our investiga

University of Buea. The University of Buea is an example of a public univer

a huge re-structure in state policies towards higher education in Cameroon. It

of the famous 1993 degree that created six public universities and enac

frameworks to cater for rising HE demand and crisis in Cameroon. In all, th

experience similar crisis that form the basis for interaction with other stakehold

Our focus on the University of Buea therefore provides a good chance to u

relationship between universities and state steering mechanisms since its crea

the one hand, and with other stakeholders on the other. The choice is based 

Saxon nature which matches the background of the researche

better apprehend the contents of policies and related documents of the univer

are mostly written in English. It also gives a better opportunity for conductin

and probing in English which is the language we understand the better.

Besides, we assu

strategy towards HE. 
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Ministry for HE is the epicenter for HE in Cameroon. In collaboration with o

institutions, it is at the Ministry that policy documents and fundamental state d

HE are drafted and finalised. It is at the Ministry that we got a research 

This gave us access to prestig

ther state 

ecisions on 

permit for the study. 

ious texts (The Statistical Year Book) and some policy 

phone 

fly an 

sed in the sector of 

industries and 

 with a 

ne population 

ents enrolling at 

the university is increasing. It is also apparent that the capacity of the university is too small 

to host students from both Anglophone provinces. It is worth noting that Cameroon has one 

 Cameroon. 

ragraphs, we 

 the data. We 

is methodology because we found it relevant to generate desirable and worthy 

nding of 

nce it elaborates 

les (Denzin and 

The method enabled us to focus on our case study in order to get an in-depth understanding 

of the issue under investigation. Interviews were conducted and contents systematically 

analysed. HE policy documents, related documents on global HE trends and similar 

literature were consulted, studied and analysed in line with our research concerns.  

documents on University Reforms.  

The rest of the collection was done in Buea, at the University and its environs. Buea is the 

provincial capital of the South West province; which is one of only two Anglo

provinces, out of the ten in the republic. Besides the university, Buea is chie

administrative district with mainly companies and organisations categori

service industry. A few of its neighbouring districts are blessed with a few 

research centres. The University of Buea is the only university in the province

population of about 1.4 million people, of whom 256,600 are 40 years or older (Oye and 

Kuper, 2007: 11). The University of Buea is also meant to serve the Anglopho

of the North West province. In recent times, the number of francophone stud

Ministry for HE which designs and coordinates systems policies for the HE in

3.3 Methods of Data Collection  

Considering the scope and nature of the study as presented in the preceding pa

have decided to use a qualitative methodology in collecting and analysing

considered th

data. We gave it further consideration because it involves an in-depth understa

human behaviour and investigates the why and how of decision making. He

the need for smaller but focused samples instead of large random samp

Lincoln, 2005).  
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In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with personnel of t

the University of Buea and its environs (other stakeholders). At the HE ministry

sampling method we used was in line with guidelines indicated for convenie

sampling (non-probability sampling). We opened up very close, intimate an

discussions with the Secretary General of the HE ministry (Professor Mvogo 

and the Director of Student Counselling (Mrs Emma Lafon). These are resourceful persons 

we managed to gain access to at the Ministry. The Secretary General directs and coordinates 

major activities of HE at the Ministry. He is versed with the relationship tha

the state and its public universities. He gave us vital information on such

state intervention on the administrative and governance policies of its univ

University of Buea, we were able to have discussions with the Dean of the Fa

Education and the head of Department for Educational Foundations and Admi

They both made known to us some difficulties at the Faculty and Departmental levels with 

regards to autonomous execution of administrative powers vested on them b

positions and rights. The same was the case with the Director of ASTI (Advan

Translation and Interpretation). Administrators at the central administrative of

directly responsible to the Ministry of HE and other state institutions expres

concerns, the inability to freely dispense their administrative powers. It was no

meet the minister for HE and the Vice chancellor of the University of Buea due to their very 

tight schedules; and so the number of interviewees we planned to interview

our original plan. In all, 10 administrators were interviewed- 3 from the HE

he Ministry of HE, 

, the 

nce or purposive 

d open ended 

Dominique) 

t exists between 

 issues relating to 

ersities. At the 

culty of 

nistration. 

y virtue of their 

ced School of 

fice who are 

sed the same 

t possible to 

 dropped from 

 ministry, 3 from 

the faculties of the university of Buea and 4 from the central administration at the 

sations. The 

nagement.  

bility to respond 

tations and 

amism and 

flexibility on issues discussed, we were able to decipher and react appropriately to changing 

circumstances. Due to ethical reasons, it was not possible to record these interviews. But 

notes were taken with an interview report on critical and important points after every 

session. The interviews lasted between 30 minutes and 1 hour and were either held in their 

offices or at other convenient places out of work periphery. The interviews were followed by 

University. Their selection was based on their administrative positions and functions. 13 

students were also randomly interviewed in semi-structured and open conver

reason was simply to get view points of their perceptions on the university ma

The interviews were open-ended and thus allowed the interviewees the a

from within unlimited scopes. This gave room for access to valuable interpre

meanings associative with individuals in varying circumstances. Due to the dyn
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preliminary assessments based on comparisons between documented opinions/empirical 

findings and stated views of the interviewees. 

l. We were 

the restructuring of 

es and 

us the 

ir interpretations and implementations. These 

documents have been employed to complement other information sources with the view to 

corroborate and augment evidence from other sources. 

tion institutes. 

 In addition to 

perspectives 

cy documents 

oints and what the 

atically 

cordance with the 

 strong 

policy documents and service notes. It also provided a solid platform for 

ation the 

me are written with 

n framework, 

n approach to 

data analysis in which the researcher exploits or seeks global-view explanations of 

phenomena through the collection of data to a point where no inconsistency of a hypothetical 

explanation (deviant or negative) of a phenomenon are found. This was done in consonance 

with theoretical sampling and open coding as embedded in grounded theory. Bryman (2004: 

401) defines grounded theory to mean, a “theory that was derived from data, systematically 

Primary and secondary sources of materials (documents) served us a great dea

able to lay hands on much of the original documents created at the time 

HE was going on in Cameroon. We have exploited newspaper articles, speech

interviews, Presidential and Ministerial Decrees and Service Notes at the institutional level. 

A review of these documents along with previous interpretations revealed to 

controversies surrounding policies making, the

3.4 Data Analysis and Interpretation 

We had respondents from the government institution in charge of higher educa

We also had respondents from the University of Buea and other stakeholders.

the data collected from within these categories, we reviewed the different 

presented and attempted conclusions based on inferences emanating from poli

on governance/administrative arrangements vis-à-vis institutional standp

stakeholders felt about them. We aimed at this target by objectively and system

identifying specified characteristics of policies on governance issues in ac

perspectives of Ole R. Holsti (1969) on content analysis. This approach had a

affiliation to 

auditing contents against standardized apprehension. The reviewed documents were 

authentic, credible, representative and meaningful. We also took into consider

notion that not all documents are useful for a research purpose since so

certain biases.    

In addition to inferences from policy documents, we used the analytic inductio

to analyse and interpret our data. Bryman (2004: 400) explains this to mean, a
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gathered and analysed through the research process”. By this measure, we we

progressively able

re 

 to jointly collect, code and analyse our data; and to decide what data and 

where to collect next.  

ntire construct of 

ly focused on a very 

ting task for 

approach 

 study results is 

elationship 

munity remain limited in a pilot context in the spheres of 

institutional dynamics in Cameroon. Alternatively, acquiring an in- depth comprehension of 

ore general 

 other many 

e 

were only able to conduct interviews with a couple of participants involved in our area of 

field study. Besides, limitations in time might have generated constrains in gathering 

appropriate and objective data. However, we were able to access a good number of 

secondary data that helped in the accomplishment of the work.        

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS 

3.5 Limitation of the Study        

Some of the limitations of this study could be surrounded by the generalising nature of the 

study. This relates to the ability to neatly weave the case study into the e

higher education management issues in Cameroon. The study has actual

extensive and major phenomenon. This demonstrates and presents a daun

research irrespective of the case study approach adopted for the study. This 

naturally comes with shortcomings in as much as generalisation of the

concerned.  In this regard, the effects on university management based on its r

with the stakeholder com

the dynamics in this particular case study enriches our perception of a m

phenomena.  

For many reasons ranging from financial through time constraints and to

complexities, it was not possible for us to collect data from within a wide ranging scope. W
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Introduction 

e in 

ce arrangements 

emonstrate how 

ameroon. 

ework 

tance how 

t of the university in 

iversities, and 

elate to the management practices of the universities managers. At the 

el, the analysis will focus on the relationship between the universities and its 

stakeholders.  

, Ngaoundere, 

found 

eroon. The reforms came to address 

the challenge of access into higher education and to solve the problem of congestion that 

 the University of 

ieving, amongst other things, 

- Provide universities with more academic and management autonomy. 

- Provide all Cameroonians equal opportunity to university education. 

- Expand and increase higher education opportunities and make university programmes more 

professional and responsive to market forces. 

- Make rational and optimal use of existing infrastructure, facilities and services. 

 

In this chapter the findings are presented and analysed. It is systematically don

recognition of the goals of the study. It will demonstrate how new governan

in Cameroon relate to the management of HE in Cameroon. It will also d

university management relates to the expectations of other stakeholders in C

Considering that government through its HE ministry provides the regulatory fram

within which HE operates in Cameroon, this chapter will analyse in the first ins

the regulatory framework of government impacts on the managemen

Cameroon. At this level, analysis will focus on the provisions of the state to un

how they r

institutional lev

4.1 Systems Level 

4.1.1 Government Regulatory Framework on Universities 

The new Universities established as part of the 1993 reform (Buea, Dschang

Douala, Yaoundé I and Yaoundé II) were created as measure towards a pro

transformation of the higher education landscape in Cam

was ravaging the lone University of Yaoundé until 1993. According to

Buea Strategic Plan (2007: 1) the reforms were aimed at ach

the following objectives: 

 

- Increase the participation of different stakeholders in financing higher education. 
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The reform initiative gained momentum from the National Council on Hig

and Scientific Research. This is an advisory b

her Education 

ody that is structured to represent a broad 

Membership to this board includes: 

 officials 

sity staff 

The National Council on Higher Education and Scientific Research is chaired by the 

en respondents at 

 concerns, the 

s or state policies on HE are formulated by a selected committee of 

ministry officials (mainly from the Higher Education and Finance sectors) who closely 

collaborate with HE leaders and the Presidency of the Republic. This is what one 

adm

 

 Higher 

were not real. 

ity staff and students I 

 is never involved 

 culture and practice to include a 

wide range of actors into such decision making processes. Those principles outlined 

ing in our 

8).  

 

This indicates that representation of other stakeholders in this advisory body is a farce. The 

state probably considers them to have no contributions to make. Their position and/or 

contribution is limited to accepting the resolutions of the board that are considered to be the 

best solution to the worsening situation of higher education in Cameroon. 

 

range of interests. 

- Government

- Univer

- Students. 

- Representatives of the private sector and civil society  

president of the republic.  

 

On the design and formulation of new reforms and policies, five out of sev

the institutional (university) level claimed that, contrary to state stipulated

details of any reform

inistrator had to say: 

I want you to understand that representation in the National Council on

Education and Scientific Research concerning HE issues is not real. This means 

representative views or proposals towards the new university reforms 

It does not happen; not even these days. Concerns from univers

would say, are not considered in this endeavour. The private sector

in any such meetings. The state does not have the

in the policy documents are a mere representation of what could be a better 

approach to reaching concrete decisions and not what is really happen

context (Interview-UNIBU administrator, February 200
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In a conversation with personnel at the higher education ministry, all three expressed the 

view that state policies are always for the good of its citizens. This is what one of them said: 

 

f any government 

es at the 

 education. 

y a decision was 

uld be able to 

 involved in decision 

taking meetings is not the issue. The point is whether many more students can afford 

higher 

s) were assumed 

sentially one of 

or management 

ood interest of all, seems to be a key 

representative perception surrounding decision and policy making on higher education 

e from government places evidence on the general 

in Cameroon are 

o served as 

d financial 

responsibilities of the university, the current management structure of HE is designed with 

the objective to have it decentralised. State provisions to the management of HE are much 

more inclined to granting more academic and management autonomy to state universities. 

Controversially, it is the same government that proposes an elaborate organisational chart 

and that provides university with a management team which it claims will ensure the 

The good interest of its citizens is the rationale for the existence o

and its ministries. MINESUP would not act in defiance of state polici

expense of its citizens. If you look at our policy documents, the facts are clear. Our 

intentions and procedures are well spelled out. It is important to set out goals for the 

creation of state universities to cater for the growing demand of higher

Equal opportunity for all is fundamental in this decision. That is wh

taken for the non-payment of tuition fee so that every Cameroonian sho

afford university education. Whether other stakeholders are

for university education (Interview-MINESUP official, January, 2008). 

 

Though not represented in the deliberations leading to the transformation of 

education, the concerns of other stakeholders (public and especially student

to have been given proper consideration (Njeuma et al., 1999:8). This is es

the issues that would be considered to influencing the type of governance 

affecting HE in Cameroon. The assumption that the enactment of state policies on higher 

education without stakeholders’ opinion is on the g

issues in Cameroon. This kind of attitud

understanding that the challenges that accounted for the 1993 HE reforms 

still recurrent phenomena in the HE system of this country.  

 

4.1.2 The State and University Management 

As opposed to the pre 1993 reform era where the leader of the university als

Minister for National Education with administrative, human resource an
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efficient running of the university in conformity with the autonomy granted them (Njeuma et 

al., 1999: 14). 

ts universities 

tions is bizarre. 

ains 

Rectors and Vice chancellor (in the case of the University of Buea) and other senior officials 

ial decrees.  

pposition to 

anising the 

ndation of senate and 

 (La Reforme Universitaire Au Cameroun Ex Ses Textes Complementaires, 2006: 

205). The lecturers claim that appointments of VCs have always come as a surprise without 

any

lect

 

e a long way to 

r every 

ear of 

 Professorial 

idely believed to be grounded on one’s political adherence. I 

make reference to cases where lecturers would want to seek hierarchical political 

Interview-UNIBU 

lecturer, February 2008). 

 

The revelations above are not an encouraging sign for a healthy university administration. In 

such circumstances, some scholars have described university autonomy as statutory. They 

claim that since appointments by decrees are discretional, the beneficiaries tend to be 

  

This means that state intervention and control on matters of administration in i

remains paramount. Management autonomy with profound political interven

This orientation has further lead to the assertion that public higher education still rem

fundamentally centralised in opposition to the 1993 foundations on which it was built. The 

of the university (VR/DVC, Deans and Directors) are appointed by president

 

Four out of five university staff deplored the trend adding that it is vividly in o

the provisions of Article 26:a of Decree No 93/034 of January 19, 1993 org

University of Buea that required the appointment of VC with recomme

council

 prior council and/or senate meeting. The following is a reaction from one of the 

urers: 

We shall never be satisfied with the fact that government is responsible for who 

should be at the helm of our university administration. This has gon

polarise the university on political grounds. There is the tendency fo

university staff to be a sympathiser of the ruling party based on the f

victimization. You seem not to belong if you militate in the opposition.

appointments are w

interference to be rightfully or wrongfully promoted. These are some of the issues 

that are pushing our administrative procedures into a stalemate (
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lackeys of the president, motivated to maintain their posts and thus easily corruptible. The 

likely result is that competence is forgone (Jua and Nyamnjoh, 2002: 5)6.  

ervants under the 

n also be easily 

ates that senate should 

forme 

taire Au Cameroun Ex Ses Textes Complementaires, 2006: 202). A recent 

declaration by two former University of Buea lecturers expounds on the practices in the 

of Buea as 

 harassed and 

 They assert that 

 survival than on 

ge. Most 

obility, a tendency that is 

 space (Jua 

cal scholarship to 

r of the Political 

Bureau of the ruling party, the CPDM (Cameroon People’s Democratic Movement) only 

fuelled the thoughts that prominent among her roles was the policing of the production of 

ticle 3 of Decree No 93/034 that 

e “laws and regulations and 

                                             

 

In addition, the academic staff remains under government payrolls as civil s

ministry of Economy and Finance. Remuneration of the academic staff ca

subjected to political manoeuvres. This is a condition that impedes critical scholarship, 

collaboration and professional advancement. This sort of practice is in opposition to the 

provisions of Article 14: a of No 93/034 of January 19, 1993 which st

be responsible for the recruitment, promotion and discipline of staff (La Re

Universi

university.  

 

Jua and Nyamnjoh (2002) have further analysed the situation of the University 

one riddled with fierce domination where politically suspect instructors are

barriers put in the way of their political and academic career advancements.

for most faculty members, energy in the university space is more focused on

the pursuit of professionalism and the production and advancement of knowled

individuals are more concerned with promoting their upward m

seen to perpetually stall their ability to contribute to the pluralisation of public

and Nyamnjoh, 2002: 1). This is engineered by a system that considers criti

be a demonstration of sympathy for political opposition parties.  

 

That the first VC of the University of Buea, Dorothy Njeuma, was a membe

critical scholarship. This thought was magnified by Ar

guaranteed academic freedom only within the context of som

 

6 Dr Ben Nantang Jua was lecturer at the University of Buea between 1993 and 1999. 

Professor Francis B Nyamnjoh was lecturer at the University of buea between 1993 and 1999. 
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subject to the obligations of discretion binding on all public servants” (ibid: 5). It is on this 

backdrop that Nyamnjoh (2002) describes the university system as:  

 

m for loyal 

c, for example, 

tify its excesses 

inister, and to accumulate portfolios, 

than his more productive but critical counterpart who is denied promotion and 

ent team are 

 Council is a state 

mous to the Board of Directors. It deliberates and 

ice Chancellor on a day-to-day basis. It is 

th the followings as board members: 

ellor 

istry 

egional Development Ministry 

- A representative from the National Education Ministry 

- The Director of Training and Orientation of Higher Education7  

 

 a year. In exceptional cases 

other meetings may be convened depending on the arising need. Within this board are 

                                             

One with little regards for meritocracy which proves to have more roo

mediocrity than critical excellence…. A second or third-rate academi

who provides the regime with the conceptual rhetoric it needs to jus

and high-handedness, is more likely to be promoted to professor (with or without 

publications) and made dean, VC or even m

recognition for being a genuine intellectual (ibid: 6). 

  

In a wider perspective, the powers, initiatives and influence of the managem

heavily constrained by the allegiance they owe to established government/state political 

institutions such as the council for the coordination of universities. This

controlled and political unit. It is synony

fixes policies to be executed by the Rectors or V

chaired by the Minister for Higher Education wi

- University Rectors and Vice Chanc

- A representative from the Prime Minister’s office 

- A representative from the Public Affairs Min

- A representative from the Finance Ministry 

- A representative from the Economy, Planning and R

- Inspector general from the Higher Education Ministry 

- A representative from the Scientific Research Ministry 

This board (council of Coordination) is scheduled to meet twice

 

7 This decision is Article 7 of Decree No 93/026 of 19 January 1993 on the Creation of Universities. 
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permanent members comprising of university Rectors and Vice Chancellor. Their get-

together is dependent on a need that may necessitate a call by the chairperson of the board.  

is procedure gives 

 

eeting of university 

rch and 

e basic principles 

strators would 

ical regime that put them in control. This 

ignites a situation of inconsistency in the discharge of duties as disfavours will be meted out 

rdinate and 

ties of universities (Ibid: 24).8  It is amongst their responsibility to see that 

ntific and 

-harmonise the pedagogic, scientific, technical and cultural activities of state universities, 

chers, their 

particular 

to the advancement of the University of Buea. The lone Anglo-Saxon university of Buea is 

an embodiment of the English cultural educational system in a domineering French inclined 

e-French 

system that for several decades was the only operating system in Cameroon. It is quite a 

challenging endeavour to harmonise both cultures as the likely result will be to tilt the 

                                             

 

This strong state control of HE politicises the university system. Th

weight to the assertion that university issues such as appointments, policies and

achievements are politicised. It is therefore apparent that an ex-officio m

rectors and vice chancellor is out of context and may lead to no achievable ends. The 

organisation of the university, its academics and their basic philosophy of resea

teaching are therefore polarised chiefly along political lines. Loyalty to th

of the university is thus discarded. Since they are appointed, university admini

always want to proof their loyalty to the polit

to those who decide to abide by opposition politics.    

  

Besides other things, the council has as principal function the right to coo

harmonise activi

universities: 

-adhere to the recommendations of the Council of Higher Education and Scie

Technical Research, 

-harmonise statutory measures with regards to the recruitment of university tea

promotion as well as the criteria for selection and admission of students with 

considerations to the situation of each university. 

 

It is clear evidence that the harmonisation of the activities of state universities poses a threat 

system. Its administration is tailored to suit the inclinations of the Francophon

 

8 The council of coordination and harmonisation of university activities was created by Decree No 77/108 of 28April 1977. 
It was reorganised by Decree No 88/1487 of 7 October 1988.  
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Anglophone University towards the dominating French lineage. Its operati

an Anglophone one whose cultural values in every sphere are in direct o

other (Francophone). These state provisions are a further indication that state c

remain

ng environment is 

pposition to the 

ontrol 

s fundamental, irrespective of the declarations of decentralisation in the 1993 reforms 

agenda.  

n. It was 

ated by the higher 

increasing the 

es were thus 

al autonomy. 

 is however 

e access easy to 

n fee of 

per annum. It is important to note that this fee has been binding 

irrespective of the kind of programme or degree pursued; from liberal Arts and Sciences 

 other, private 

 

Wh red budgets 

whe  of the Ministry 

said

 

e contributed 

re are still 

e want our 

universities to take up most of the initiatives and attract funding, even from far and 

wide. We think they are responding well to this. I think what the state gives to our 

universities is practically enough for them to be able to operate. What they will get 

from donors will make up for the tuition you are talking about. Very few students will 

be able to afford tuition if government decides to institute that. How then will 

 

4.1.3 Finance 

Before 1993, government was the sole funder of higher education in Cameroo

government that had direct control even on the income that was self-gener

institutions of learning. But the 1993 reforms set in new provisions aimed at 

involvement of other stakeholders in the funding of universities. Universiti

encouraged to broaden their funding base with some greater degree of financi

They are allowed to generate income from their own activities. This freedom

constrained by state measures that are aimed at moderating access. To mak

students from poor economic background, the reforms introduced a registratio

50,000CFA (about $100) 

through to Medicine. This fee remains lower than what is paid by students in

higher institutions of learning.  

en we asked to know how the state expects universities to make up for desi

n they do not have the right to demand tuition fee, this is what an official

; and it is in line with what the two other Ministry respondents said. 

Gentleman, Cameroon has attracted and is still attracting foreign direct investments. 

Besides, we have lots of our local companies and parastatals that hav

towards research initiatives in our universities. We understand that the

many out there who will give their support to our universities. W
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government account for its equal opportunity claim on HE (Interview-MINESUP 

official, January 2008)? 

 the 

0CFA (about 100 Dollars) registration fee.  One administrator had 

the following to say about that:  

 

l its 

ther funding 

t a relatively 

rs should 

ise funds from 

panies. We 

ver been 

gh. We have failed even to get some small support from the parents of student. 

We are still a very young university that needs more than expected support. That has 

ator, February 

cerbated 

o design and 

inances to meet 

 and other self 

budget of 5,151,188,000CFA (about 12,178,338USD) and the rest was expected from tax 

nerated income 

f income to 

universities owing to inconsistent government financial support. This has partly been 

attributed to the autonomy item on the reform agenda of higher education in Cameroon.  

 

According to an assessment by Njeuma et al. (1999), it is observed that while student 

numbers surged from 90 in 1992/93 to 4060 in 1995/96 academic year, state subsidies to the 

 

On the contrary, all seven interviewed university officials are not satisfied with

imposition of only a 50,00

We understand clearly that government can not sufficiently support al

universities. It is a good thing that government wants us to exploit o

sources. But what government has probably failed to understand is tha

good percentage of university funding in a system and situation like ou

come from tuition. It is relatively very difficult for our university to ra

other sources than tuition fees looking at the continuous rise in student numbers. We 

have tried and still striving for funds from our local industries and com

are also struggling with support from foreign donors, but this has ne

enou

not been the case. How do we survive (Interview-UNIBU administr

2008)? 

 

We believe that the imposition of only a registration fee on universities has exa

administrative instability in most state universities. Universities are unable t

execute their own internal policies. They are in most cases unable to raise f

up with most of their research goals. In 2007, registration fee paid by students

generated income by the University of Buea contributed round about 35% of the university’s 

payers’ money (Strategic Plan.p.2. 2007/15). Registration fee and self ge

(though very limited and insufficient) has therefore become a valuable source o
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University of Buea only doubled from about 350, 000,000CFA (about 827,8

700,000,000CFA (about 1,655,798USD). This basically means that th

spent per student dropped by 37% within this given period and amounting to

183,000CFA (about 366USD at the time) in 1995/96. This is estimated to b

standard $1000 per university student per academic year as recommended by

Bank (Njeuma et al., 1999: 15). Enrolment has continued to rise steadily since then. It rose 

from 5380 in 1998/99 academic year to 7283 in 2002/03 and to 10,295 in 2006/07. The 

sources of self generated income are nonetheless also increasing. The

63 USD) to 

e amount of money 

 only 

e far below the 

 the World 

 academic staff of the 

university received research grants for 2006/07 worth 200, 000,000CFA (about 472, 

.  

ntion for 2007. 

requested subvention in its initial year 1992/93 academic year. In 1996/97 academic year, it 

ging as per 

8,338USD) and ends 

ching 

on. 

ctions and 

eyond the confines of the normative status of 

an institution. In this case, individual preferences are given priority over the legitimate goals 

s for scarce and 

4.2 Institutional Level 

4.2.1 Access and Organisation at the University of Buea 

The Buea University Centre that was built to accommodate 2,000 students hosted just 60 

students in 1991 (Njeuma et al., 1999: 5). When transformed to full fledged university in 

1993, student enrolment surged from 768 in 1992/93 academic year to 4,704 in 1999/98 

744USD). This amount represented only 4% of the university’s budget for 2007

 

It is unclear how much income was paid into the University’s coffers as subve

On the average, available data suggests that the University of Buea received only 19% of 

received 30% (Njeuma et al., 1999: 15). The trend has been rather not encoura

previous arrangements.  

 

A university that presents a budget of 5,151,188,000CFA (about 12,17

up with far less than estimated income will only have to sail through unexpected financial 

and administrative difficulties. There is thus very little for research, books, tea

materials and infrastructure. The effect is unsatisfactory results for administrati

Unnecessary bottlenecks creep in. The consequence is that the functionality (a

capabilities) of faculty members are reduced b

of the university. The situation is further worsened because the degree and constancy of state 

subventions remain based on undefined premises; as the university compete

limited funds with other sectors financed by the state.   
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though enrolment was controlled by the use of objective-type quotas fo

related to the general competitive high school examination performance.

academic year, this university with its very modest infrastructure was hostin

students. All six state universities together have capacity for only 62,5

number of enrolled students for 2007 stood at 115, 710 students (Le Jour Co

07.10.2008). We see that capacity and access is still an issue like was the case before the 

r each discipline 

 In 2006/07 

g 10,295 

95 students but the 

tidien 

creation of six states universities just a decade and a half ago. This constitutes a huge 

 faculties 

taught in a total 

ese halls are used 

ber of courses 

lass sizes require splitting of classes and 

duplication of lectures. The work load becomes surmountable and even pushing lectures to 

take lored their 

wor

 

an the very 

think our work load 

ow we teach late 

o not even have enough lecturers. Worse is that our teaching 

conditions have not changed-no projectors for instance. What we use is the chalk on 

s. Research is almost a farce in this university (Interview- UNIBU 

On the other hand, all thirteen students as well expressed disappointment about their 

satisfaction. They claimed that lots of things are wrong at the university. Herewith an 

excerpt from one of them: 

…sometimes you have to be on campus three times in a day. There is even no 

encouraging place to stay at school while you wait for the next course. Imagine that 

problem to the management of the university. 

  

The university is currently made up of five Faculties and a single school. These

each harbour departments that offer diverse academic programmes that are 

of 35 lecture halls with a sitting capacity ranging from 50-650 at a time. Th

by 10,295 students from 25 departments in 32 Programmes. The total num

they take is 350. There is a tendency that large c

 place into the nights. All three lecturers who are also administrators dep

king conditions. This is how one of them responded: 

I would tell you that my job, and I thin, that of my other colleagues is tedious. I do 

not find it easy. I do the best I can to make it easy for the students. I me

many students taking a course at a time. With the BMP in view, I 

will further increase. I mean with respect to teaching hours. Right n

into the nights. We d

boards. University funds are used strictly for administrative, bureaucratic and 

political issue

Lecturer, February 2008). 
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you have three periods in one day spaced out within eight hours…The l

there, no computers etc. I do not even live close to campus and have 

distance to school. This is annoying. We need a bigger 

ibrary is just 

to trek very long 

university, more structures 

and better equipment (Interview-UNIBU Student, February 2008). 

f the university are at 

ied with the status quo, it is difficult to function properly. 

Decree No.93/034 of January 1993 spells out the research mandate of the University of Buea 

ng and human 

 cultural values. 

 as directed 

research 

ctural situations of 

the university are issues that should basically advance the accomplishment of these goals. 

Unfortunately, the University of Buea is one that can not guarantee or pride itself of such 

ass iversity, nine out of 

thir as follows: 

 

My brother, we are studying probably because we just want to get a degree. Of 

course we know fully well that the majority of us will roam the streets like our 

brothers out there if we do not manage to travel abroad. I personally do not have a 

godfather who can help me get a job after my degree. I am reading geography, like 

many I know it is difficult to get a place at the master level. What can I do when I 

   

In such circumstances we see that the research Mandate and Mission o

very high risk. When a majority of lecturers, some administrators and students are 

dissatisf

as follows: 

 

 Encourage, promote and conduct research in all fields of learni

endeavour. 

 Contribute to national development and promote social and

 

The internal policy draft of the University itself spells out its research mission

towards sustainable development and the enhancement of the quality of life of 

Cameroonians. This goal stretches to include both fundamental and applied 

towards addressing issues of local, national and global concerns as well as those relevant to 

industry (Strategic Plan 2007-2015: 4). The financial and overall infrastru

ets. When we talked about the nature of programmes offered at the un

teen students sounded disillusioned. One of them expressed his thoughts 
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finish my programme? Roam the streets. There is no hope for true “grand” (big 

brother)9. (Interview-UNIBU Student, February 2008). 

o pessimistic about the programme she is 

enrolled on at the university. This is how she put it: 

choice, I had 

 What will I do in 

? In short I do 

o with a law 

degree). My first choice was Journalism and Mass Communications. But what can 

ry 2008. 

ce. They further 

ression that 

to the nature of 

d limited 

sually to 

manage to afford) decide to obtain postgraduate degrees in foreign universities (the west) 

. Brain drain at this level 

able to satisfactorily 

contribute towards deterring brain drain. 

 

The following table is an illustration of the number of Faculties/Department and 

programmes at the university of Buea during the 2006/2007 academic year. 

 

 

 

                                             

 

In the same vain, another student sounded s

 

I did not choose to read law. This was forced on me. Because I had no 

to accept to read law so that I can be a student in this university.

Dschang University or Yaoundé University when French is a problem

not know what I go do with this law self (I am confused what to d

we do (what choice do we have?) Interview- UNIBU Student, Februa

 

These interviews show that there is a great limitation on programme choi

highlight the problem of access into a master level degree. We get the imp

students can not really afford to study what they would really like to due 

programmes offered, the capacity of available places for each programme an

choice of university itself. For these reasons, there is discontent that amounts u

student activism. Another consequence for these is that many students (those who can 

due to diversity in the nature of the programmes most of them offer

becomes inevitable. The university at this point is considered un

 

 

9 “Grand” is a common reference of an elder brother. It has become common parlance among English speaking youths in 
Cameroon   
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Table 3: Faculties/Departments and Programmes at the University of Buea 

6/2007) 

artment ogrammes Level 

(200

Faculty Dep Pr
Division I slation MA TranAdvanced Sc

Translation and 
hool 

interpretation Division II Interpretation MA 

of  

 

English BA, MA, 
PhD 

English 

French English and Frenc Ba, MA h 

History istory  BA, MA, 
PhD 

H

Faculty of Arts 

ics BA, MA, 
PhD 

Linguistics Linguist
 

Curriculum Studies Curriculum Studies B.Ed, PGD, 
ME.d, PhD 

Education Foundation 
 Administrat

Educational Adm B.Ed, M.Ed
and ion 

inistration 

Faculty of Education 

ucational 
Psychology 

Educational Pssychology B.Ed, 
M.Ed, PhD 

Ed

Medicine Medicine  
Medical Laborat
Science 

BMLS, 
MSc 

ory Medical Laboratory Science 
Faculty of Hea
Sciences 

lth 

Nursing Nursing BNS 

Biochemistry an
Microbiology 

i  BSc, MSc, 
PhD 

d Biochemistry, M crobiology

Chemistry Chemistry B.Sc, 
M.Sc, PhD  

Computer Science Minor in Computer Science BSc, MSc, 
PhD 

Geology and 
Environmental Science

Environmental Science, 
Geology 

BSc, MSc, 
PhD 

Mathematics Mathematics BSc, MSc, 
PhD 

Faculty of Science

Physics Physics BSc, MSc, 
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PhD 

Plant and Animal 
 

Botany, Zoology BSc, MSc, 
PhD Sciences

Economics and 
Management 

ncy, Banking and 
Finance, Economics, 

anagement 

BSc, MSc Accounta

M

Geography Geography Bsc, Msc, 
PhD 

Journalism and Mass 
Communication 

Journalism and M
Communication 

BSc ass 

Law Law LLB 

Political Science
Administration 

al Science BSc  and Politic

Sociology and Sociology and 
Anthropopology 

BSc 
Anthropology 

Faculty of Social a
Management 
Sciences 

Women and Gender Women and Gender studies BSc, PGD, 
MSc 

nd 

Studies 

Source: the University of Buea Strategic Plan (2005-2015) 

 

We would realise that only 13 research degrees are offered at the PhD level

faculties and 25 departments. Of these 13 research degrees, 3 are of the Liber

Departments, 2 from the Education Department, 7 from the Science departme

the Social and management Sciences. Fundamental and Applied researc

major research findings on 14 research themes (ibid: 5).This realisation

match the vision of research and mandate set for this university 15 years ago. The dream

transform the university into a teaching, research and service university s

realis

 from among 5 

al Arts 

nts and 1 from 

h has produced 

 does not seem to 

 to 

eems a far fetched 

ation. There is need for a profound re-evaluation and restructuring of teaching, 

research and out-reach. The implementation and growth of research activities at the 

university have been greatly hampered by the lack of resources and infrastructure. The 

management has thus failed in its urge and ability to create research institutes or centres of 

excellence that would link academic research with the private sector and the society at 

large.    
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We think stakeholder involvement in the affairs of the university is a vital op

growth and success and thus should not be limited to enrolment. Access sh

limit to cover other areas of involvements that definitely should translate to cooperation 

tion for its 

ould stretch its 

between the university and the society at large. 

arred 

ired stakeholders’ 

meroon. The 

 by UNESCO 

E under state 

sented to the 

tsiders. The 

e university 

niversity which 

oupled with 

ficient finances that the 1998-2003 plan recorded only very limited success (Professor 
10

h the business 

search, 

channel for co-

fers and other 

material and financial donations from other stakeholders. Thanks to the cooperation, the 

University of Buea has over the past few years been able to benefit from donor assistance. 

 teaching, 

assure staff development and encourage research activities. Grants have been received from 

the French Co-operation Mission. This has helped in the construction of some part of the 

                                             

 

4.2.2 Co-operation and Outreach 

The coordination of the affairs of the University of Buea has until recent times been m

by a stiff and centralised form of governance approach that is void of requ

involvement. The state has been the only and principal stakeholder of HE in Ca

first Strategic Plan (1998-2003) of the University of Buea was developed

experts from without the university community as directed by the Ministry of H

provisions and specifications (Njeuma et al., 1999: 15). It was merely pre

university for adoption. This rather engineered a situation of an uneasy and daunting task for 

the management to execute a plan whose development was arranged by ou

development of a strategic plan within the university or in cooperation with th

would directly reflect and represent the interests and core objectives of that u

got some degree of vested autonomous power. It would be for this reason, c

insuf

Vincent P.K. Titanji, October 2007) . However, there has been the creation of the position 

of a Vice Chancellor in charge of Research, Cooperation and Relations wit

world.  

 

In a detailed perspective, the position of the Vice Chancellor in charge of Re

Cooperation and Relations with the business world is meant to provide a 

operation with other institutions and businesses. It co-ordinates scholarship of

They have been able to improve on some aspects of infrastructure, quality of

 

10 Professor P. K. Titanji is the current Vice chancellor of the University of Buea. The statement he made is published in 
The BUN-The Buea University News Letter Vol. 10 No 03 of December 2007  
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University Library. Research funds have been received from EEC, the Atom

Agency and the Swedish International Programme in Chemical Sciences. The

operation and outreach has been principally directed towards foreign donor ag

is very little evidence of such co-operation between the university and its enviro

one of the lecturer

ic Energy 

 effort of co-

encies. There 

nment. But 

s confirmed that there is at least some cooperation with some stakeholders. 

He said the following: 

 

 some 

 principally by 

rs of UBDEF. I think 

 see them 

rnment 

nd policies on 

ty since the representation of government through its ministries make up 

the majority in the university council. Impressive however is the fact that they make a 

r, UNIBU, 

From the above, we are prone to understand that the University of Buea is doing its best to 

financial or not, that 

rsity 

ipal missions 

 other 

resources and infrastructure. The university management has nevertheless continued in its 

ability to set an agenda for research as an indispensable tool for teaching and outreach. It has 

developed and adopted a research policy document, and also identified principal themes, 

such as health, food security, the environment, gender and governance on which to focus its 

activities (The BUN, December 2007: 3). The plan further foresees the creation of research 

There has been some degree of engagement between our university and

surrounding industries. We have the UBDEf funds that are provided

some companies around. The company directors are all membe

they are doing their best in supporting our university. I do not however

having a say in the affairs of the university. Though they are by gove

provision supposed to be represented in the Council meeting, their representation is 

statutory. They can not by any way influence government decision a

our universi

good contribution in the finances of the university. (Interview-Lecture

February 2008). 

 

involve other stakeholders in its activities. Whether its main objective is 

is far away from our main concerns. We are more interested in how the unive

management is responding to external pressures from its stakeholders. 

 

Cooperation is a policy instrument that should be reflected in concepts like inclusion, 

engagement and partnership. This will enhance the university’s trio objectives of teaching, 

research and outreach. Research has always been one of the university’s princ

but its implementation and growth have been stifled by very limited funds and
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complexes that should link academic research and applications in industry and

large. In 14 years, the first ever crucial stakeholders’ meeting was held on O

Amongst other developments are plans for the university to work in partnership

private sector and communities by addressing their needs in its research projec

that stakeholders’ involvement has been conspicuously absent in the affairs o

until now. Such policy designs are instrumental and yet irrelevant if not implem

 the society at 

ctober 26, 2007. 

 with the 

ts. This means 

f the university 

ented. This 

situation is one that further complicates the relationship between the supplier (university) 

stent. No 

en the two. 

the death of 

icians. The intended 

litical agendas 

he university 

e. This 

e neglect of student involvement. All thirteen students we talked too were not 

satisfied with the existing relationship between the students and the university 

adm udents said 

the 

 

at is going on 

hat have been 

 not even be admitted in other government universities because 

they joined in the fight for our rights. Me, I am afraid of participating in any strikes. 

I have seen many students killed during strikes. We just have to accept the status quo, 

manage with the situation we have and leave this place. It is even in the student guide 

that any student who is involved in a strike will be dismissed (Interview-student, 

UNIBU, February 2008). 

 

and the consumer (other stakeholders). 

 

Dialogue between the students and the administration has been quite inconsi

constructive and enabling platform has been developed to ease dialogue betwe

This has given room to a situation of persistent strikes that have always led to 

students. It is a recurrent claim that Students’ Unions created as a representative body of the 

students for negotiations with the administration are influenced by polit

reason is assumed to destabilise the university and to promote particular po

(Njeuma et al., 1999: 16). Some politicians are thus purported by t

administration as a mechanism for a violent confrontation rather than dialogu

suggests th

inistration. Thus the grievances of the students are enormous. One of the st

following: 

You say you passed through this university and so you should know wh

here. Students got no rights whatsoever. You know how many students t

dismissed because they are thought to have orchestrated strike actions in this 

university. They can
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We would realise that the complete disregard of the views of student and the

contributing much more to destabilising the relationship between them an

administration. Where the students union is absent, or when it is considered

university management is considered as a structure that is more or less void of 

engagement; the same students who form the core reason for the existence

In the case of the University of Buea, the we

ir Unions, is 

d the University 

 with bias, 

students’ 

 of the university.  

lfare of the students seems to be singularly 

decided by the administrative organ of the school. 
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Chapter 5 

 preceding chapter. 

gulatory 

ent relates to 

the pressures of other stakeholders. This will be done within the framework of the analysis 

on to reform HE 

, to strengthen 

fessional and responsive to market forces. This new paradigm in 

public management is in line with the benefits linked to the shift from centralised state 

 other stakeholders as 

n (2003) 

ich HEIs are 

l participation of 

ely determined by the 

outcome of management at the university since the management process in itself is in some 

da makes it 

In the same vein, considering that universities are sustained by different cultures, structures 

and routines (carriers) working in consonance with the three pillars of institution-cognitive, 

normative and regulative (Scott 2001), we do not find it quite appropriate for government to 

maintain a particular set of governance procedure through its regulatory framework to all 

universities and expect the same or similar results. And since universities are influenced by 

 

DISCUSSION ON FINDINGS 

This chapter discusses the findings that are presented and analysed in the

While, the first part of the chapter will discuss the impact of government’s re

framework on HE management, the latter part will discuss how HE managem

done in chapter 2.  

 

5.1 Government regulatory framework  

As discussed in section 4.1, the underlying aims in the government’s decisi

in Cameroon were to increase financial participation of other stakeholders

university autonomy, to give equal HE access opportunities to all and to make university 

programmes more pro

autonomous control to a decentralised and flexible authority involving

discussed in section 2.4.2. 

 

Government had expected that if these reform aims were reached, it would give to 

universities the opportunity to attain their own specific goals. But like Maasse

emphasises, governments are responsible at different levels for the way in wh

expected to manage their activities. This means that involving more financia

other stakeholders, for instance, would not come as a result sol

greater degree determined by government. And considering that in designing its regulatory 

framework for universities government is taking into account its political agen

absolutely difficult for university management to meet its own objectives.  
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the regulatory framework of government, it makes it difficult for them to ope

basis of their respective sub cultures, structures and routine. Added to that g

considered its universities as instruments for national political agendas for i

predetermined political objectives, the situation for university leadersh

more complicated. This leads to a situation of constant rifts between the unive

leadership and governm

rate within the 

overnment has 

mplementing 

ip is becoming the 

rsity 

ent. Our interviews at the University of Buea present the following 

il on Higher 

ir inclusion in 

 be taken care 

 private sector. 

dents, then their 

asily motivate 

tional level. Unfortunately 

we get from the interviews that the representation of students, the private sector and civil 

e 

rs. 

nced in the 

able the 

sting local 

form process. 

 needed in the build up to reforms and policy designs in the HE system of 

Cameroon. Politicians, public servants and other stakeholders must be confident of the 

benefits they should amass from HE. This can mostly come true if they are given the change 

to belong. There is equally an overall assessment to the stakeholder analysis that says, “full 

stakeholder participation will help get the diagnosis right…and build local commitment” 

(DFID, 2003: 5).  

 

situation.  

 

5.1.1 Other Stakeholders’ Involvement 

The representation of the private sector and civil society in the National Counc

Education and Scientific Research as a principle, is a laudable initiative. The

this advisory body would be important to the extent that their interests can also

of in deliberations leading to educational reforms which subsequently should lead to high 

quality services and better performance output from both universities and the

If their mandate in this council is not statutory as explained by some respon

representation would be considered fundamental to the extent that it may e

financial contributions from them, both at the system and institu

society at the systems level is not real. At the institutional level however, there is som

degree of cooperation between the university and these other stakeholde

 

We recognise the position that stakeholders can both influence and be influe

event of institutional changes. A participatory stakeholder approach will en

diagnosis for a change or reform process to take into consideration the exi

knowledge, understanding and situation (DFID, 2003). These put together will induce 

transparency of key stakeholders and build in a sense of ownership of the re

This is what is
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The university of course does not exist in a vacuum. That means the univer

island. It exists in a society, is there because of society and is part of society

should hold its existence to society (government and other actors of soci

goals therefore, it has to interact with society. According to our research find

University of Buea is still at its infancy and struggling with meagre resources

has thus paid particular attention to developing research as a tool for teaching and outreach 

as the fundamental essence of its existence. Unfortunately, it has failed to include, engage 

and get into partnership with other stakeholders. The University was only 

first ever crucial stakeholders’ meeting after fourteen years of its existenc

This explains why dialogue between students and administration has of

claim from university management that student strike

sity is not an 

. It therefore 

ety). To meet its 

ings, the 

 to survive. It 

able to hold its 

e, that is, in 2007. 

ten failed with a 

s are induced by some opposition 

political leaders to destabilise the university and promote particular selfish agendas. 

universities with 

ent intended to give to 

ersity. 

ent 

m for 

lematic. This kind 

rnment 

 cognitive, 

 practices of institutions. Government’s intention at this level is 

perceived as forcing its political agenda through. The management of university in this 

 goals and 

nt is dancing in 

 

It is understood that political rules constitute part of the formal threats of an institution 

(Gannon & Newman, 2001). But when political rules act adversely to constitutional and 

legal practices of an institution, they destroy that common sense of coercion among 

management and subordinates. If government indiscriminately appoints the VC and other 

Stakeholders’ participation therefore is timid and inconsistent. 

 

5.1.2 University Management  

On the issue of university management, government decreed to provide 

more academic and management autonomy. By this measure, governm

academics and management the opportunity to excel in the mission of the univ

Unfortunately this reform measure has not been fully implemented. That governm

proposes an elaborate organisational chart and appoints the management tea

universities, makes its policy of autonomy on university management prob

of unconventional autonomy characterised by a very high degree of gove

intervention, impedes very strongly the constitutive logic that supports the

normative and regulative

circumstance is struggling conscientiously between meeting its constitutive

fulfilling the political will of government. For the most part, manageme

favour of the political agenda. 
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faculty members of the university, and also decides who gets promoted in the 

ranks, it jeopardises that normative culture of democracy and universit

social obligation and moral ascendancy of academics and creates an atmosp

insecurity among academics. This is what has led to situations where s

discussed in the previous chapter, have gained promotion based on

inclinations rather than on merit and compliance to stated rules. Besides, som

administrators have been victimised and others relieved of their duties for sim

professorial 

y standards, destroys 

here of 

ome personnel, as 

 certain political 

e 

ply acting in 

accordance with the cognitive and normative values of their institutions that were thought to 

9; 1996) as 

lues with the logic 

sities in 

e three pillars of 

ssures from 

 goals. An 

uld lead them to 

 that they will need to open up to the society and some times, focus on outcomes. 

 failure in 

eaders.  

trategic Plan Document for 

2007-2015 also states that one of its threats is the lack of a rational revenue allocation 

formula which is resulting in inappropriate budgets. In section 4.1.3, we found out that 

government was the sole funder of HE in Cameroon before 1993. But with the 

implementation of new reforms, universities were granted greater autonomy on finance. This 

led to the creation of UBDEF (the University of Buea Development Fund). 

 

contravene with the political agenda of government.  

 

Though based on the assertions of Peters (2000), March and Olsen (1984; 198

discussed in section 2.1, that institutions are the major repositories of va

of appropriateness being the best to comprehend political behaviour acquired through their 

involvement with other institutions, we find it fitting to conclude that univer

Cameroon would hardly meet their objectives if they remain bounded by th

Scott’s institutional theory. Already they are limited in their operations by pre

government regulations and will need to strive beyond their limits to meet their

alternative measure of success will require them to act in a way that sho

choose the alternative with the best expected consequences for them and their stakeholders. 

This means

The lack of cooperation with other stakeholders until 2007 is proof of their

negotiating crisis with striking students and rather linking them with political l

 

5.1.3 Finance 

One of the problems expressed by some interviewees is the lack of adequate finances to 

effectively run the University of Buea. The University of Buea S
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UBDEF is a non profit-making non-governmental organisation founded in

April 1994 with headquarters in Buea. Membership included directors of in

companies. Its fundamental purpose was to raise badly needed funds for the

infrastructure. In a letter to parents/guardians appealing for contribution da

1994 (four months after its creation), it stated that with under 2,000 students, c

space was already very inadequate and admission of third batch of undergraduate students in 

October (barely two months from the appeal date) was to “pose insurmountable problems 

for the un

 the month of 

dustries and 

 university’s 

ted 22 August 

lassroom 

iversity”. In another paragraph, the letter highlighted that with the paucity of 

government subsidies to the university, the university was looking up to parents to make-up 

hed financial 

ved nothing of its 

s an example 

ution of resources 

worsen the 

rnment subventions 

ees. They are only 

rammes 

y in the 

ls. 

dership in HE 

nsable need 

le to clearly 

t becomes rather 

difficult for leadership to strategise. In this case, individual utilities may easily crowd over 

the overall objectives of the institution. According to McGuiness (2005) it is the 

responsibility of government to make use of four major themes (coordination, accountability, 

re-regulation and performance management) in its shift process. We understand that these 

measures are not being given appropriate attention by the government of Cameroon while 

for the gap.  

 

However, autonomy on finance does not mean that the government relinquis

support to HE. In a document (Proposal for the Establishment of a University of Buea 

Endowment Fund-UBDEF), it is stated that the University of Buea recei

subvention from the Ministry of Finance in the 1992/93 academic year. This i

of a situation that will lead to ineffectiveness and inefficiency in the distrib

that should result in the realisation of different goals at the university. To 

situation, though with the right to raise funds alternatively besides gove

these public universities are not allowed to demand tuition and other f

allowed to accept a meagre registration fee imposed by government on all prog

offered at the university. The consequence is that most programmes especiall

sciences end up not being effectively taught due to the lack of didactic materia

 

Maassen (2003) agrees with Reed, Meek and Jones (2002) that institutional lea

also refers to the monitoring of institutional effectiveness and efficiency in the distribution 

of resources. In relation to the institution’s financial position, there is an indispe

for a comprehensive strategy towards appropriation. Leadership has to be ab

determine where money is to be invested. In the absence of required funds, i
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they regulate the functioning of universities. Funding to public uni

not even on a performance-based principle. This is probably why th

versities in Cameroon is 

ere is even 

misappropriation of the limited finances available to universities in Cameroon. 

 and 

ent of Cameroon 

eet their 

ent. If 

ns with regards to 

ty. There are 

er student. 

ther making it difficult 

for the organisation of management at these universities. Though this has induced 

ther ways of raising finance, the situation is still far from 

 the lack of access 

ly Anglo-

ards of the 

ll in capacity to 

Saxon 

295 students 

preference 

(English or French) or in the language you understand and master best. This means that the 

majority of Anglophone students will want to enrol in the lone Anglo-Saxon university with 

a view to achieving their best output. As a consequence the demand and expectation of 

management to make rational and optimal use of existing infrastructure, facilities and 

services, and to grant equal access to all Cameroonians have become a difficult requirement. 

  

 

In this vain, it would be worthwhile to conclude that performance management

accountability measures are lacking from part of government. The governm

seems not to care or bother if universities are getting required finances to m

expectations. This has helped to impact very negatively on HEIs and managem

government were to be realistic, it would give additional consideratio

tuition depending on the nature of different programmes offered at the universi

degree programmes that cost a lot more than 50.000CFA (100 USD) p

Inconsistent and persistent reduction in state expenditure on HE is fur

management in seeking o

satisfactory. 

 

5.2 Access and Organisation  

We indicated that one of the arguments underlying the 1993 reforms was

to universities. Government thus decided to provide all Cameroonians with equal 

opportunities to access university education. The University of Buea is the on

Saxon university in Cameroon. This means that it operates within the stand

Anglo-Saxon culture. In section 4.2.1, we note that the university is too sma

successively enrol students from both Anglophone provinces with the Anglo-

education background. We equally found out that the university was hosting 8,

above the agreed upon maximum capacity. Equal opportunity to university education in 

Cameroon would also mean acquiring knowledge in your national language of 
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It would be relieving on the university and its management if government with

other stakeholders takes appropriate measures in expanding its universities c

with the flux-continuous rise in student number. First, we understand that g

either failed or is unable to identify and recognise the existence of these p

event of organising an institution, government is expected to engage in a

participatory diagnosis to establish the underlying causes of the problems. W

impression that the government of Cameroon did not thoroughly investigate the problem

and causes that stifled the growth of its u

 support from 

ommensurately 

overnment has 

roblems. In the 

 thorough and 

e get the 

s 

niversity before embarking on a chain of reforms. 

Otherwise, the creation of six new universities will not be struggling through very similar 

re attributed to 

 order to improve 

g available enough 

resources to expand capacity in all respect. This will lead to improved service delivery that 

ormance-based agencies in its universities and holding them 

).  

n the university 

r the university. On the 

versity administration 

and the students or student unions. Controversial, however, is the point that the local 

eir 

ry. 

Besides others, the essence of cooperation and outreach is to attract and attach the external 

environment to the university. One of the reasons is to enable society to be witness to the 

enormous challenges threatening the expansion and growth of its university. It is in this light 

that the open systems model urges for participatory diagnosis. This means that cooperation 

and outreach have to be expected to go beyond immediate financial gains. Society expects 

situations like the lone one that lasted until 1993. 

 

The growth, success and continuity of universities depend on the values that a

them by the nation state in relation to its socio-economic, political and cultural growth. It is 

based on these attributes that government is expected to strategise plans in

on the imperatives of its HEIs. This among others will mean, makin

will involve setting up perf

accountable for the achievements of outputs or outcomes (DFID, March 2003

 

5.3 Cooperation and Outreach 

Our interview result shows on the one hand that there is cooperation betwee

and some local companies/industries in terms of generating finance fo

other hand, it demonstrates inadequate cooperation between the uni

companies/industries that contribute financially to the university cannot afford to equally 

contribute towards policy reforms and research objectives of the university. Th

representation in university council meetings seems to remain forever statuto
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the university to establish with it such a cooperation that should encou

following attributes are conside

rage reciprocity. The 

red by the DFID (March, 2003: 5) as important for 

s and 

try to respond 

ooperate with the concerned. 

s, that is, the poor 

orizons and perceptions on what kind of 

rough visits to 

s excelling in the same domain. 

 and 

d by DFID). 

ns) to embark 

s that should give 

ause they may lead 

ple is 

riate grounds 

ding 

organised practices as embedded in structures of meaning and resources (Olsen, 2005). In 

such circumstances, the institution is spared the embarrassment of falling prey to individual 

preferences and expectations. Also, it is in this situation that output and outcomes stand the 

chance of greater satisfaction, a situation that avoids discontent and strike actions.  

 

 

 

 

cooperation and reciprocal outcomes: 

 It is incumbent on the institution to determine in what way its problem

constraints are perceived especially by the external environment and 

to that agenda. They can then use the SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 

and threats) analysis to open up and c

 The institution can seek the views of “disadvantaged” stakeholder

and less powerful members of the community. 

 It can look for opportunities to widen h

cooperation and outreach is required. This can be done for instance th

other institution

 It can as well be driven by what is needed to get key stakeholders involved and not 

by a donor timetable. 

 

These are attributes that if taken into consideration will enable the cooperation

outreach policy of the university to meet its desired goals (at least as claime

One very outstanding attribute is that which is urging the university (institutio

on good relations with the poor and less powerful of the society. Disadvantaged persons are 

those who will frequently rise against the status quo and ask for reform

them a sense of belonging or equality. It is important to avoid crisis bec

to consequences beyond control. If a good and healthy relationship for exam

established between management and the students’ union, it will breed approp

for problem solving. Such is the kind of cooperation that will contribute in lea

management to effectively operate within the framework of its constitutive rules and 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 research. The 

ke recommendations and suggestions for further research on the area. 

cation institutions 

iversity reforms and the 

urrounding 

  

How does state regulatory framework affect the leadership and management practices of 

nagement then relate 

to the demands and expectations of other stakeholders?  

cuments 

luded three 

ty, four central 

 university and thirteen students of same university. The 

verall number of 

ts as mentioned in section 

unt of secondary data was available to substantiate and 

framework), university and other stakeholders (students, parents/guardians, 

industries/organisations/companies). 

From the direction of the state, its regulatory framework seems to be much more structured 

to tilt the university away from its constitutive rules and organised practices as a community 

CHAPTER 6 

 

This chapter presents the summary, conclusion and recommendation of this

first part will present the summary of the study. The second will dwell on the conclusion 

while the third will ma

6.1 Summary of the study 

The study set out to examine the responses and adaptability of higher edu

to their external environments. Its focus was to evaluate public un

consequences they have on the relationship between the university and its s

environment (stakeholders). The core problem statement of the research was:

universities in Cameroon; and how does the outcome of university ma

The methodology used was qualitative. Interviews were conducted and do

(secondary data) analysed qualitatively. 

The sample of the study comprised four categories of respondents. They inc

administrators of the HE Ministry, three faculty members of the universi

administrative team members of the

student number is highest because of their availability and readiness. The o

respondents is only twenty three partly because of the constrain

3.5. Besides, a reasonable amo

corroborate collected data from interviews. 

The revelations of the study can be summed up in three categories: the state (regulatory 
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of scholars than making it more responsive to the needs of the society, and a

representative democracy. This indicates that the administration of the univ

much influenced by state institutions. The university is thus confronted and com

with the ideology of implementing predetermined political objectives. As indic

(2005), viewing the university as an instrument for national political agenda

vulnerable to state manipulation. The success of public universities in Cameroon to som

great extent is measured on how effective and efficient the national purposes and/or agenda 

of the state are achieved. In the event of a political c

s a 

ersity is pretty 

pounded 

ated by Olsen 

s would make it 

e 

hange at the level of the state, the 

existing relationship with the university is bound to encounter a relative change. These 

 universities with 

ore 

n contrast to its 

ministrative 

enrolment pattern 

ve hardly 

ilitating 

and/or sympathising for the ruling party of the state. It is also likely that neutral persons 

 with the 

ysis is to 

iversity authorities 

ited and small 

nts. State 

 number of 

problems as a consequence. This contrasts with government’s intention to expand and 

increase HE opportunities. The institution of a fixed fee for all programmes adds to make it 

difficult for the university to decide on a number of programmes that reflect directly to 

market needs and the demands of its clients- the students and their parents/guardians. This 

situation has been made worse by the community’s lack of interest to support the university 

changes affect the administration and goals of the university. 

Government claims that part of its 1993 reforms on HE was to provide

more academic and management autonomy. It also claimed that its intention was to expand 

and increase higher education opportunities and make university programmes m

professional and responsive to market forces. This claim is practically i

assertion. The University of Buea has since 1993 experienced a series of ad

changes effected by presidential degrees in stark contrast to the norm. The 

of the university and the nature of programmes offered at the university ha

changed. It was also found out that appointed personnel are most likely those m

appointed into the university administration turn to ally along same party lines

ruling party. It is difficult to explain why. But the overall objective of this anal

show the dynamism this would have in the administration of the university. 

In as much as the institutional level is concerned, the results show that un

are in huge financial problems. The infrastructure of the university is very lim

in capacity compared to the surging number of present and prospective stude

subsidies are so insufficient and inconsistent that the university is faced with a
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financially. It is therefore absolutely difficult for the university to pursue a standard and 

financial plan towards success.   

ted to raise 

that an external funding 

 the 

 its external 

nces as demanded by its goals. 

f the university to enrol and charge 

industries/companies that should benefit from its output.  

ony of neo-

w world 

induced 

d. It also helped to 

ed more on the 

antly 

takeholders. In the 

be 

ietal and/or 

munity of 

ical agendas 

 enterprise embedded in competitive markets. UNIBU is a good example of 

these situations given that it cannot determine its own tuition fee levels. The administration 

of the university is then encountered with a series of events necessitating constant change in 

its practices. The illustration below is a representation of the dynamism in HE management 

as induced by the economic wind of change in the late 1980s. That is by the neo-liberal free 

market ideologies: 

On the part of the stakeholder community, it is found out that UBDEF was crea

funds and assist the university in its financial ambitions. This means 

base is linked to the university. It denotes some form of financial influence in

administrative affairs of the university. In spite of its link with UBDEF, the university has 

not been able to create a strong and resilient financial relationship with

environment. It has not been able to raise as much needed fina

One reason for this is the insufficient capacity o

additional fees. Another reason is the feeble relationship it entertains with 

6.2 Conclusion 

Maassen and Cloete (2006) have ascertained that increasing political hegem

liberal free market ideologies round about the end of the 1980s established a ne

order of socio-economic and political change in the 1990s. This world order 

considerable reform pressures on all sectors of the society, HE include

instil a new type of relationship between HE, the government and the rest of the stakeholders 

in Cameroon. This change in relationship is now seen as one that has weigh

university which is regulated by the state; and which at the same time is const

demanding financial and other support from the government and other s

course of this relationship, the administration of the university has tended to 

volatile/dynamic owing to its obligations and commitments to community/soc

global changes. Thus, the very existence of the university as a self-governing com

scholars and as a representative democracy is further threatened and diversified. The 

university now also fundamentally operates as an instrument for national polit

and as a service
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utional Dynamics (2007) a presentation at the NetReed Conference by 

ent 

ties. For example, it 

 the same 

 university students 

 society but 

ole of 

easures should 

countability and promote excellence. In this dispensation, public 

universities will be able to dispose of enough required income that would enable them meet 

up with valuable contributions to the growth and development of their communities. More 

projects will be conceived and researches carried out to deal with some local challenges. On 

these grounds the operation, functional and pedagogic essence of the universities will 

relatively be more stable. 

Culled from, Instit

Terence Yong Yuh. 

6.3 Recommendation 

Above all, this study suggests that the government of Cameroon should treat its universities 

as the credence of socio-economic, cultural and political growth of the country. Governm

should be able to respect its responsibilities with respect to its universi

should make available required subventions to its universities, and on time. In

light, government should institute a study loan scheme that should enable

to pay for the very expensive education programmes needed for the growth of

that are under-funded. This however should not contrast with the regulatory r

government and the autonomy of its universities. Concrete and regulatory m

be taken to ensure ac
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On the other hand, public universities in Cameroon should considerably perc

financial success as not only limited within the nation state. It is vital for th

strategies that should win them international recognition. Besides coope

non-governmental organisations, it is necessary to participate with i

governmental organisations and multi-governmental organisations in support o

collaborative research within their means and competence. This is a good and quite valuable 

source of generating income for the university. Such collaborations could induce the 

construction and equipping of much needed laboratories and research faciliti

donors. The university in this case will be less dependent on the state for most of its funding. 

This situation w

eive their 

em to map out 

rating with local 

nternational non-

f 

es by foreign 

ill further guarantee its autonomous position and spare it from some of the 

te and some 

ers (students and 

 structure its 

ramme 

wards a 

disciplinary 

es of students and 

thstanding, it is 

ternational 

n of its identity. This will encourage the emergence of an exchange programme 

lp in the acquisition 

 universities, 

 match its 

demands. Besides, the continuous increase in demand for HE in state universities is an 

indication that the majority of the cohort can not afford HE in the private sector. With the 

surging number of Anglophone students deserving to study in their first official language 

and with francophone students also competing for a place at the university in Buea, there is 

need for government to react. Its reaction could be feasible with the creation of at least 

unlikely managerial instabilities resulting from its interaction with both the sta

other stakeholders. 

To avoid inconsistencies in its management and with some of its stakehold

parents/guardian), it is most important for the university in Cameroon to

programmes and curriculum to match local and global economic needs. Its prog

structure should reflect demands for the knowledge economy. It should strive to

greater internal complexity that is directed towards research such as inter

research centers, integration of research elements in the training programm

technological infrastructure for discovery (Mohrman et al, 2008). That not wi

important still for the public university in Cameroon to make known the in

dimensio

with other universities. Students and faculty members will have to collaborate with peers and 

colleagues on an international base and on their campuses. This will he

of new knowledge and practices that may help to stabilise the management of deserving 

universities. 

In a country where 53,115 students are enrolled beyond the capacity of public

there is absolute need for government to create more public universities to
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another Anglo-Saxon university. This will help to ease the problems of conges

teacher-student ratio, poor working con

tion, poor 

ditions and drop-out rates. An improvement in these 

will help promote management efficiency.        
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Appendix A: Interview Guide-Officlas of MINESUP 

1. The introduction: A resume of the objectives of the study. 

tion to the growth of HE in this country is 

n today? 

rd on HE in Cameroon? 

5. What has been their achievement until now? 

erate? 

p pace with the demand and 

9. What about quality assessment and accreditation. Does the state really border about 

these? 

2. I understand you are … Your contribu

immeasurable. You guys are doing a great job. 

3. What is your assessment of public HE in Cameroo

4.  What is the role of the advisory boa

6. How does it op

7. What about state funding on its universities. Does it kee

enrolment growth? 

8. Does state allot a constant percentage of support to its universities? 
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Appendix B: Interview Guide-Officials of UNIBU 

1. Introduction: Resume of study objectives. 

all respect? 

e time you are a 

ike? 

5. What is your appraisal of government and its regulatory framework? 

6. How do government policies affect the functioning of UNIBU? 

7.  

9. What about your relationship with other stakeholders? 

10.  What do you think can help you out of these numerous challenges…what do you 

think can be done to better the situation? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. I understand this university is the place to be. Do you think it is in 

3. I understand your position is quite a challenging one; at the sam

lecturer. What is it like? 

4. How is your relationship with the central administration l

 What was it like when you took over this function?

8. What about your programme structure? 
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Appendix C: Interview Guide-Students of UNIBU 

1. Introduction-Resume of study objectives. 

2. hat do you think about this? 

gramme. How is it going? 

6. How do you like the programme? 

7. What about your performance on the programme? 

8. Where you influenced by any particular thing to choose this programme? 

9. How do you intend to use the programme? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 UNIBU-the place to be. W

3. Do you like the administration? 

4. Lots of strike actions in recent years; why? 

5. What about your study pro
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Appendix D: Guide for Documentary Review 

1. Governance of HE in Cameroon. 

2. roon. 

’ involvement in HE in Cameroon. 

4. The University of Buea. 

 

 State regulatory framework on HE in Came

3. Other stakeholders
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